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The Geography of Finance and Financial Services
One
of
the
most
thoroughly
documented yet widely disputed
theories in academic finance is the
existence of informationally efficient
markets. The fundamental axiom of
efficient market theory is that capital
and information flow frictionlessly to
the locations which promise the
greatest returns – truly efficient
financial markets will render space
irrelevant.
Geographers have long
recognized the folly of this assumption
and regularly attribute uneven
development to market imperfections.
The multi-disciplinary acceptance of
research on the geography of finance
has been limited largely because of the
specter of efficient market theory.
Given the fundamental role of finance
in regional economic development,
corporate location and urban form, it
is vital that geographers expand their
understanding of the geography of
finance. This need becomes more
critical as changes in the production,
management systems and corporate
structure make the world increasingly
‘finacialised.’

financial industry and individuals,
firms and states. Articles included in
this issue include evaluations of
changes in consumer access to
financial services resulting from
globalization (Biles), the spatial
availability of multiple forms of
corporate finance (Green; Kashian and
Brooks), the evolving geography of
banking resulting from regulatory and
competitive shifts (DeYoung, Klier and
McMillen; Zhou; Purcell and Cobb),
evaluations of the changing local
economic impacts of the financial
industry in the face of globalization
(Warf) and disaster (Pohl) and
examinations of capital flows at the
international (Williams) and intranational scales (Bodenman). By
contrasting these diverse elements of
the financial industry with in the
broader sub-fields of economic and
urban geography, this set of papers
identifies promising directions for
future research, hopefully inspiring
others to expand this line of work.
Finally, I would be remiss in not
crediting the regular editors of The
Industrial Geographer for inspiring
this special issue. Their willingness to
broadly define the focus of the journal
encouraged this, and hopefully other
special issues on innovative empirical
research in economic geography. My
sincere
thanks
goes
to
the
contributors, anonymous reviewers,
editors (Jay Gatrell and Neil Reid),
and particularly Jim Wheeler, for
their patient assistance with the
production of this special issue.

This special issue of The Industrial
Geographer seeks to move beyond the
‘end of geography’ arguments and
begins to examine the role of the
financial industry in place making.
These papers recognize that the
financial industry influences and is
influenced by jobs, wages, corporate
location, human behavior and the role
of the state. This expansion of the field
is accomplished by moving beyond the
typical site-based studies of finance
(such as the world cities literature)
towards
a
more
sophisticated
situation-based
approach
which
explores the relationships between the

W. Graves, Guest Editor

Department of Geography & Earth Sciences
University of North Carolina at Charlotte
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Venture Capital Investment in the United States 1995-2002
Milford B. Green
Department of Geography
Social Science Centre
University of Western Ontario
London, Canada N6A 5C2

ABSTRACT
This paper provides an empirical examination of the investments by venture capital
firms for the period before, during and after the stock market bubble of 1999 and
2000. Comparisons are made between pre-bubble, bubble and post-bubble
investment patterns by state for location, stage and industry of investment.
Location quotients for investments by state and industry are displayed. States with
large levels of investment show well-balanced investments across industries, while
states with smaller totals do not. Median polish is applied to a four-way cross
tabulation table of venture capital investments defined by state location of
investment, industry of investment, year of investment and stage of investment.
The parameter estimates show California as a location for investment is
significantly different in scale, industry and stage of investment from other states.
The investment bubble of 1999 and 2000 is found to have created different patterns
of investment compared to those of the pre and post bubble periods.
Key words: venture capital, United States, stock market bubble, location quotients,
median polish
activity was singular because of its
size. The situation of so much money
INTRODUCTION
chasing investments makes the period
Venture capital investment in the
of particular interest. What impact, if
United States has displayed a roller
any, did this abundance of capital
coaster pattern. The industry has
have on the geography of venture
experienced high and low periods of
capital investment?
investment activity since the 1970s
(Gompers & Lerner 1999; Lerner
The purpose of this paper is therefore,
2002; Gompers 2002).
The stock
to provide an empirical examination of
market exuberance of 1999 and 2000
the investments by venture capital
was matched in equal intensity by
firms for the period before, during and
venture capital investment when more
after this bubble. The basic question
than $161 billion was invested in the
is whether this period of investment
same period (Venture Economics
exuberance resulted in any change in
2003). An investment level that in
the industry or geography of
2000, was more than four times that of
investment patterns.
This study
1998. That wave of investment ended
examines those patterns for the period
with the demise of the dot com bubble
1995 to 2002. Comparisons are made
in mid 2000. This latest burst of
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of course uncertain, but several
projections exist.
The worst case
scenario is that the venture capital
industry reverts back to levels last
seen in the 1980s. This would require
about one-half of the existing venture
capital firms to exit (Meeham et al,
2000). Even if this were to happen,
venture capital investment would still
be an important component of
financial capital, as the extant
literature demonstrates.

between pre-bubble, bubble and postbubble investment patterns by state
for location, stage and industry of
investment.
VENTURE CAPITAL
Liles (1974) in his definition of
venture
capital
provides
four
characteristics:
1) Investment in any high risk
venture
2) Investment in unproven ideas,
products, or start-up situations. This
characterizes seed capital.
3) Investment in existing firms that
are unable to raise funds from
conventional public or commercial
sources.
4) Investment in large publicly
traded companies and possibly
acquiring controlling interest in such
companies where uncertainty is
significant.

Venture capital is important from a
geographic
perspective
for
two
primary reasons. First, it is well
known that the venture capital
industry and its investments are
spatially concentrated (Sorenson &
Stuart 2001; Cooke 2001), and second,
the industry is thought to have a
positive
impact
on
regional
development. Although there is some
debate about the extent to which
venture capital investment is a
primary agent, it is certain that
governments and the bulk of the
literature express a belief it is
important.

An additional characteristic is the
importance of equity and high growth
potential as recognized by Gompers
and Lerner (1999). They define
venture capital as; ‘independently
managed, dedicated pools of capital
that focus on equity or equity-linked
investments in privately held, high
growth companies’ (p. 11). Although
venture capital is often associated
with high technology investments, this
is certainly not always the case. Since
the recent decline of investment by the
venture capital industry beginning in
2000, non-technology sectors are
attracting more capital. Venture
capital funds are sitting on about $80
billion of unused capital. This is
coupled with no compelling new
technology. Therefore, firms are facing
pressure to put that money to work.
(Stein 2003). What the future holds, is
Green

The Bubble

The
venture
capital
industry
experienced a dramatic increase in
funding levels starting in 1999 and
culminating in mid 2000, mirroring
the stock market bubble of the same
period. The bursting of the bubble
resulted in dramatic declines in
investment levels, with more trouble
to come (Brown and Berman, 2003).
This bubble is thought to have altered
the investment patterns of the
industry. Works such as those by
Mason and Rohner (2002) and
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Gompers and Lerner (2001) that
provide ‘how to’ and more importantly
‘how should’ advice for venture
funding by mature corporations may
indicate a shift in the industry from a
cottage type one to a more formal
institutionalized one. There is more
and more emphasis being placed on
corporate-sponsored venture capital in
place of the independent firms that
now dominate the industry. Other
observers cite a contraction in
corporate-sponsored venture capital
(Abouzeki 2002). Clearly the situation
is till in flux.

asymmetries do exist, venture capital
firms are still the most efficient
financial intermediaries in many
instances. In fact, they argue that the
greater the asymmetries in an
industry (examples are biotechnology
and software) the more likely venture
capitalists will be involved as
investors. This is of course, has been a
characteristic of observed venture
capital investment over the last
decade.

Lerner (2002) argues that the bubble
of 1999 and 2000 was due to the
imperfect nature of the venture capital
market. Investors may be slow to react
to more favorable conditions, and
then, once investment starts, they are
slow to react to deteriorating
conditions. This creates an over shoot
of investment. There is coupled with
the problem of information lags
because of the length of time between
the commitment to an investment and
the realization of its quality can be
quite long. The conservative nature of
firm valuations provided by the
venture capitalists further exacerbates
the market imperfections. Since few
firms are taken public in ‘cold’ periods,
reporting tends to underestimate
progress in valuation, while returns
posted in ‘hot’ periods overstate the
success of venture capital in those
years (Lerne, 2002). Indeed, these
imperfections may lead to a shrinkage
of the number of operating venture
capital firms (Tunick 2003). Amit et.
al, (1998) argue that although such
imperfections
or
information

Models

Green

THE GEOGRAPHY OF VENTURE
CAPITAL
The number of geographic studies on
venture capital is limited. Their
number is roughly correlated with the
level of investments being made by the
industry. The bulk of the studies date
from the mid-1980s to the early 1990s.
McNaughton (1991) provides an
excellent review of the geographic
literature before the 1990s and it need
not be repeated here. But, he points
out there are two basic models of
venture capital investment, the
conventional and the geographical.
The first or conventional model
predicts diffusion of funding until
investment is available in all regions.
This is consistent with a neoclassical
view of the spatial freedom of the
availability of capital.
Thompson’s (1989) geographic model
postulates that investment is spatially
constrained
and
specific,
with
constantly shifting opportunities and
patterns of investment. Diffusion of
capital is not necessarily a given.
Even increases in the level of capital
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resulted
in
venture
capitalists
becoming increasing specialized and
geographically differentiated. These
local networks became connected to
their counterparts in the financial
centers. Essentially then, we have the
creation of local concentrations of
capital
with
place
specific
characteristics coupled with the
creation of a regional or national
based contact system. Of course such a
model has little to say about non-high
technology investment.

available may not result in a spatial
dispersion of investments because of
the
importance
of
geographical
characteristics of areas (industrial
traditions,
corporate
culture,
industrial knowledge, uncertainty). In
this model, not only is diffusion of the
industry not a given, increased
concentration is a real possibility.
Green (1991) postulates a model of
venture capital diffusion based on an
examination of investment preferences
and venture capital firms’ locations for
the period 1970 to 1988. He postulates
that at the urban center level, venture
capital will trickle down to lower order
centers over time.
Increased
specialization will occur over time and
lower order cities will begin to host
venture capital firms. Investment will
still be concentrated within urban
areas.
It is implicit that such
diffusion will take place at a national
scale, although more recent history
seems to indicate there is still a very
strong regional bias, as discussed later
in this paper.

All of these geographic models agree
that geography will remain important.
All three allow for an expansion of the
industry while maintaining a strong
local character.
The degree of
diffusion and specialization if any, is
what is open to question. Might the
sudden infusion of much larger capital
pools (as in the bubble) accelerate
such an expansion or specialization
and challenge the previous spatial
concentration of venture capital
investments? Presumably there are
limited
acceptable
funding
opportunities within a local region or
metropolitan area. Increased capital
pools would have to be invested either
in more distant investments, less
sectorally focused investments, a
combination of the two, or in riskier
ones.

A fourth model, by Florida and Smith
(1993) postulates a diffusion of
venture capital deriving from initial
concentrations
of
financial
institutions.
The venture capital
industry established outposts within
emerging high technology industries.
The success of these ventures, created
pools of indigenous capital. The high
risk nature of such investments
allowed the emergence of local venture
capitalists whose geographic proximity
is crucial. Over time, they created
high
technology
networks.
The
requirements of such proximity

Green

These models provide predictions into
the evolution of venture capital in the
United States, but what has actually
occurred since their presentation?
How has the pattern of investment
progressed over the last eight years?
This paper deals with this question.
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Previous
literature

United

States

based

supported by outside institutions such
as universities and government. They
are maintained by the creation of
personal contact systems between and
with
venture
capitalists
and
entrepreneurs (Sorenson & Stuart
2001), although the extent and depth
of these vary (Saxenian 2000). These
systems are rooted in geographical
proximity which helps with the
transmission of tacit knowledge
(Desroches 1999). This clustering or
proximity can provide an innovation
rich environment (Porter 1998, 2001).
Other contributing factors are quality
of life, local business climate and
resource access. Silicon Valley is often
looked to as a model of economic
development that can be jump started.
Its usefulness as a model is
questionable because its history of
development is much longer than is
commonly realized (Sturgeon 2000).
In fact, there is little agreement on its
applicability as a model at all (Leslie
2000). What is clear, is that venture
capital can play an important and
perhaps a vital role in the
commercialization of innovation and
wealth creation (Gompers & Lerner
2001). Bygrave and Timmons (1992)
identify seven urban regional clusters
of and is dominated by technology
oriented investing. New York and
Chicago are finance oriented centers.
Much of the capital raised there goes
elsewhere. Boston and Minneapolis
are also technology oriented and draw
capital both locally and nationally.
Connecticut
and
Texas
both
experience substantial outflows of
capital.

The last decade or so has seen only a
few efforts at geographically focused
research on venture capital in the
United States. This is somewhat
surprising since up to mid 2000 there
was a spectacular increase in the
amount of venture capital being raised
and disbursed.
The depth of geographically focused
US-based venture capital research
considerably expanded from Leinbach
and Amrhein (1987) up until the early
1990s. There was a hiatus for most of
the 1990s but in the last several years,
there has been a resurgence of
interest. These papers are not covered
in McNaughton’s (1991) review of the
geographic literature, and are thus
reviewed here. Of course, recognition
of the spatial unevenness of venture
capital availability goes back much
further
(Tribus
1970).
This
accumulation of research has well
established
the
importance
of
geography
in
venture
capital
investments. In addition, the high
degree of spatial concentration of both
investments and investors is still
evident. This concentration can now
be almost considered axiomatic.
The importance of venture capital
availability for some regions (most
notably Silicon Valley and the Route
128 area around Boston) is well
established (Saxenian 2000; Kenney &
von Burg 2000; Bygrave & Timmons
1992). Although these entrepreneurial
regions were not created by venture
capital alone, it was certainly a
necessary
condition
that
was

Green
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They followed up with an analysis of
venture capital’s role in regional
innovation systems (Smith & Florida
2000). As in their previous work, they
found that California, New York and
Massachusetts
were
the
major
locations of venture capital resources.
The major targets of disbursements
were California, Massachusetts and
Texas.
New
York
state
is
conspicuously absent.
They argue
that venture capitalists operate as
technological
gatekeepers.
The
venture capitalists help determine the
direction of technological change
through the funding of new companies
and
financing
breakthrough
technology. Sorenson and Stuart
(2001) provide an interesting analysis
of the role of distance and industry
experience on the spatial distribution
of venture capital investments. The
emphasis in the paper is on the
importance of personal networks. They
find a very strong distance decay
function for an investment target’s
location as one moves away from the
venture
capitalist.
Previous
experience in the target’s industry also
increases the likelihood of investment,
as does the use of deal syndication.
Stuart and Sorenson (2002) find these
traits present in their industry of
investigation, the biotechnology sector.

Work by Gupta and Sapienza (1992)
indicates that venture capital firms
that specialize in early stage
investment
have
a
narrower
geographic focus coupled with a
narrow industry focus as well.
Corporate-based venture capital firms
have broader geographic orientations.
The larger the firm, the greater the
geographic
scope
and
industry
diversity considered in investments.
This they say indicates that venture
capital firms are not homogeneous in
their portfolio selection.
Florida and Smith (1993) examined
venture capital patterns in the US for
the mid 1980s. They found that there
was a well developed spatial structure
with capital flowing to areas of
greatest returns. They found, as did
Bygrave and Timmons (1992), that
there are considerable outflows of
capital from major financial centers
such as New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles and San Francisco to areas of
high
technology
concentration.
Although capital is obtained from an
array of locations, the investment of
that capital is highly concentrated.
They reported that California, New
York and Massachusetts were the top
locations for venture capital offices in
1987. For metropolitan statistical
areas (MSAs), New York City was the
top location for offices followed by
Boston
and
San
Francisco.
Geographic proximity was found to
still be important although coinvesting
with
other
venture
capitalists
has
loosened
that
constraint.

Green

The localized nature of venture capital
investment
(clustering)
is
an
important component in reducing
investment
risk
(Norton
2001).
Norton
states
venture
capital
investment is a contributing factor to
the development of a new system of
strategic cities in the US based on the
new economy. This is the economy of
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greater
productivity
information technology.

created

tree

by

conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers, Thomson Venture
Economics and the National Venture
Capital Association.
The survey
reports the quarter, year, industry,
stage, financing sequence and location
of venture capital investments for the
period 1995 forward. Zook (2002),
Norton (2001) and Mason and
Harrison (1999) have also used this
survey. The survey divides industry
into 17 classes (see appendix), seven
investment stages, all 50 states plus
Washington, D.C., and up to 30
sequential investments. Because of
the laboriousness of the collection
process only four of the seven stages
were used (startup, early, later and
expansion) but these for account for 97
percent of the investments by value.
The data was compiled from almost
3500 spreadsheets downloaded from
the web site. Access to the underlying
database
was
denied
by
PricewaterhouseCoopers. This paper
restricts itself to the period 1995 to
2002.

Powell et al. (2002) in their study of
the relationship between venture
capital
and
the
founding
of
biotechnology firms come to similar
conclusions.
As with many other
start-ups in other industries the
biotechnology industry is spatially
concentrated. As the venture capital
companies become older and larger
they invest in more distant regions.
Powell concludes that deliberate
replication of existing hotbeds of
biotech start-ups would be difficult.
The latest work featuring the United
States is by Zook (2002) with his study
of the impact of venture capital on the
development of the Internet.
He
argues that the location of venture
capital financing was central to the
determination of the location of new
Internet start-up firms. He, as have
others, stresses the importance of the
personal networks and knowledge of
the venture capitals as important
attributes.
Geographical proximity
between
investor
and
investee
facilities the success of the venture.

The
quarterly
survey
includes
investments by professional venture
capital
firms,
Small
Business
Investment Companies (SBICs), the
venture
arms
of
corporations,
institutions, and investment banks.
Members of the National Venture
Capital Association, a co-sponsor of
the survey, are the main participants.
If other participants are involved, such
as angel investors or corporations, the
entire amount of the investment is
reported. It is likely that the survey
may under report angel investors.
Survey submissions are made by
internet and are done by registered

Even though there has been a recent
resurgence of interest, it has generally
been focused on investment in specific
industries such as biotechnology.
There has not been a general overview
of the location, stage or industry of
investment. This description of US
venture capital investment, which is
over due, is provided in this paper.
DATA
The data is drawn from the Money-

Green
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ment. At its maximum in 2000, just
over 14.5% of the cells had nonzero
investments, so 85.5% did not.
Therefore, the norm is not to receive
capital. Investment is concentrated
not only by state but by industry
sector
as
well.
The
industry
investment pattern is illustrated in
Table 2. Detailed descriptions of the
industry classes may be found in the
appendix.

members
of
the
survey
site.
Individual investors are not identified.
To be included, investment targets
must be located in the United States
even if they have substantial
international activities (PriceWaterhouseCoopers 2003). Although there
are no estimates provided as to the
comprehensiveness of the survey, it
appears comprehensive. More details
are available at the Moneytree Survey
internet web site.

The top four industry classes of:
software (17.4%), telecommunications
(15.4%), networking (10.0%) and
media (9.1%) comprise more than 50%
of total investment. If these four are
grouped within the broad category of
information technology, the total
percentage is even greater than
Freeman’s (2002) estimates of one-half
of all investments going to that group.
Telecommunications and media have
the highest average investments at
$12.1 and $11.3 million respectively.
The smallest average investments
among the major industry classes are
software and medical both at $6.1
million. Figure 1 illustrates the
temporal pattern of investment for the
top four industry groups as well as
total
investment.
The
figure
illustrates the increase in investment
as one approaches the bubble period of
1999
and
2000.
Analysis
of
correlations
between
years
for
industry
investment
patterns
indicates there are some temporal
differences in investment during the
1995 to 2002 period, as evidenced by
the varying slopes of the trend lines.

INVESTMENT FROM 1995 TO 2002
The eight year period of the survey
saw the total reported venture capital
investment of just more than $271
billion. The level of investment by
year shows considerable variation.
Table 1 shows an increase from $7.64
billion in 1995 to a maximum of
$99.72 billion in 2000 during the dot
com bubble. In the last two years, it
has declined back to $21.32 billion, a
level similar to that in 1998, ($21.40
billion) just before the bubble. This
compares with $94 billion for 2000 and
$19.4 billion for 2002 as reported by
Alster (2003). The mean investment
per deal shows a similar pattern with
a maximum value of $12.2 million in
2000. The number of cells in the
industry by state investment matrix
for a year (17 by 51) showing at least
one investment gives a crude measure
of the broadness of investment. The
percentage of cells with at least one
investment increases steadily to the
year 2000, then falls back again.
Some diffusion of investment was
occurring both geographically as well
as by industry class up until the
collapse of the bubble in 2000.
Subsequent years saw a retrench-

Green

Figures 2 through 4 provide a pictorial
display of the location quotients of
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investment for these four major
industry groups by state for the period
1995 to 2002 inclusive. The reader
should note the maps are color coded
to match their respective trends lines
in Figure 1.

A similar approach is taken here, but
in this instance it is for all 50 states
and the District of Columbia covering
the entire period of 1995 to 2002. A
modified
location
quotient
is
calculated for each of four major
industries of investment; software,
telecommunication, networking and
media. Instead of using employment
in the quotient, investment in dollars
was used (equation 1).
Although
normally employment is used in

LOCATION QUOTIENTS
Mason and Harrison (1999) provide a
table of location quotients for US
venture capital disbursements for the
years 1996 and the first three quarters
1997. The table is for a mix of states,
regions and metropolitan areas. This
mix of spatial scale makes their
interpretation problematic.

(1)
Table 1: Total Venture Capital Investments 1995-2002

Year
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
Total

Green

Mean investment per deal
(millions $)

% cells occupied

Number of
deals
1884

Investment (billions $)
7.64

4.06

9.9

2634

11.57

4.39

10.8

3231

15.08

4.67

11.5

4046

21.40

5.29

13.4

5668

53.95

9.52

13.0

8165

99.72

12.21

14.6

4629

40.65

8.78

12.6

3046

21.32

7.00

11.6

33303

271.36

8.15

12.2
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Table 2: Investments by Industry Class 1995-2002
Industry
Percent Total
Average
Number of
Investment in Investment in
deals
billions
millions
47.29
6.13
Software
17.43
Telecommunications
15.36
41.68
12.10
Networking
10.02
27.20
9.39
Media
9.11
24.72
11.29
Its
7.16
19.42
9.12
Biotech
6.53
17.71
8.59
Business
5.10
13.85
7.26
Medical
4.16
11.28
6.36
Financial
3.90
10.59
6.13
Industrial
3.70
10.03
7.00
Consumer
3.70
10.03
8.30
Retailing
3.47
9.41
8.24
Semiconductors
3.38
9.17
8.45
Computers
2.98
8.08
7.90
Health
2.71
7.34
7.97
Electronics
1.10
2.98
5.59
Other
0.21
0.56
5.03
Total

271.36

33303

quotients are not where one might
expect them, such as California. The
largest quotient is for West Virginia at
3.1, and the second is for North
Dakota at 2.5. These states along
with Utah and Montana all have low
amounts of total investment with the
majority in software.
With the
exception of Utah these states
received the majority of their funding
during the bubble period. This is
indicates a very recent diffusion of
capital.

the calculation of location quotients, in
principle any measure that can
provide state and national totals could
be used. Because the data provides a
near population sample, the use of
investment for total state and national
investment should not be problematic.
Location quotient values greater than
one for a given industry signify
venture capital investment greater
than expected.
The quotient is a
relative measure for a given amount of
investment in state in a particular
industry, so it is unaffected by
differentials in absolute investment
volumes between states.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of
location quotients for the total
software investments by value for the
period 1995 to 2002. The largest

Green

8.15

7713
3444
2897
2189
2129
2063
1908
1773
1728
1433
1209
1142
1086
1023
921
533
112

Telecommunications investments are
shown in Figure 3. Again we find the
states with the highest quotients are
some of those with very moderate
levels if investment.
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of 0.07. This indicates California has
a very balanced set of location
quotients. Rounding out the top four
we have Massachusetts (ranked
second lowest) with 0.14, New York
(ranked 13th) with 0.56 and Texas
(ranked 19th) 0.97. The strength of the
relationship between balance of
investment and investment totals
declines as the size of a state’s total
investment declines (r=-0.61 for top
five states, r=-0.51 for top 10 states,
r=-0.29 for all states).

An
exception
is
Colorado
(quotient=1.9) with a total of $10.9
billion (see Table 3). Hawaii has the
highest quotient with 6.2 followed by
Mississippi with 5.9. Unlike the case
with software, the investments were
evenly spread across the years. Of the
top four states by investment
(California, Massachusetts, New York
and Texas) only Texas has a quotient
above one with a value of 1.3.
Figure 4 shows the pattern of
quotients for network investments. As
mentioned previously, California has a
greater than expected level of
investment in network development
firms. It is however just above one at
1.06. The highest location quotient is
for New Hampshire at 2.8, followed by
Maryland at 2.5.
Both states
experienced investment spread over
most of the years. Twenty-one states
had no investment at all.

If a similar approach is taken to
measure the balance across states
within an industry by measuring the
variance of the location quotients, we
find software has the lowest variance.
The only industries to exhibit very
large variances were consumer and
health. Large variances indicate
substantial
state
differences
in
attracting investment.

The last industry class is media,
shown in Figure 5. This map has the
greatest variation in quotient values.
Alaska tops the list with a quotient of
11.0, but that is based on only two
reported investments. The next
highest is Montana at 3.5. Of the top
four states only New York has a value
more than one with a value of 1.98.
Only eight states had no investment.
The conclusion to be drawn from these
figures is states with large investment
totals tend to have moderate location
quotients.
This
is
dramatically
revealed when the variance is
calculated for the location quotients
for all the states across the 17
industry classes. California has the
lowest variance with a very low value

Green

States with substantial investments
experience
incremental
changes.
Some states with little previous
venture capital investments show
more severe changes. Clearly there is
not an even spatial spread of
investment
outward
from
the
dominant states, but a more spatially
sporadic one. The cause of this is
difficult to determine since the data
provides no information on the
investing or investee firms. The
pattern would seem inconsistent with
Green’s (1991) or Florida and Smith’s
(1993) models.
However, Thompson’s model allows for
such a pattern given its emphasis on
areal characteristics. It may also be
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They assert that it should be more
properly called ‘merchant capital’,
because of the preference for investing
in established ventures (Bygrave and
Timmon 1992) Venture capital is
moving away from its oft touted role of
funding new firms with substantial
risk and moving to lower risk later
stages
of
firm
development
investment. Increasingly capital is
being invested at the expansion and
later stages of investment. This
undermines the importance of venture
capital as a contributing factor for
regionally based innovation. A table
of venture capital investments by
state for the study period is Table 3.

indicative of personal networks
providing the impetus for entry of
investment.
Figure 6 shows investment by stage by
year. The stages of financing are
defined by the Moneytree Survey as:
Seed/Start-Up Stage - The initial stage of
development. The firm has a concept or
product under development. The age of the
firm is probably less than 18 months.
Early Stage - Firm’s product in testing or pilot
production. Firm is usually less than three
years old and may or maybe not be generating
revenues.
Expansion Stage - The firm’s product is in
production and available. Significant revenue
growth is evident although the firm may not
yet be profitable. The firm is usually more
than three years old.

When looking at total investment
there is little surprise at the states
listed at the top.
California,
Massachusetts, New York, Texas and
Colorado are often cited as recipients.
Together they account for more than
62% of all investment. However, raw
totals don’t distinguish between the
different sizes of the states’ economies.
To more effectively measure the
potential impact of investment on a
state’s economy, the size of that
economy should be considered. If total
investment
is
standardized
by
reference to the size of the states’
economies, a somewhat different
picture emerges. The ratio of each
state’s total investment to that of its
gross state product (BEA 2003) can
provide such a picture. Table 3
provides the rank of each state when
considering this ratio. When this is
done, Massachusetts not California
leads the list.

Later Stage - The firm’s product or service is
widely available. Firm may be showing a
profit. (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2003)

The percentage of venture capital
investment that has been targeted
toward startup/seed has steadily
declined since the beginning of the
survey in 1995, reaching a low of 1.7%
in 2002.
As startup deals decline, expansion
investments take up the loss, leaving
early and later investment stages
relatively constant.
This is consistent with the trend
noticed by Freeman (2002) of more
money going to companies that are
shipping products but are not yet
profitable. Even in 1992, Bygrave and
Timmons (1992) conclude that most
venture capital is not in the high value
adding
classic
venture
capital
stereotype.
Green
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Figure 1: Top Four Industry Class Investments, 1995 to 2002

Figure 2: Software Location Quotients for 1995 to 2002
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Figure 3: Telecommunications Location Quotients for 1995 to 2002

Figure 4: Network Location Quotients for 1995 to 2002
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Figure 5: Media Location Quotients for 1995 to 2002

Figure 6: Venture capital Investments by Stage: 1995 to 2002

New York State and Texas rank lower
on the investment/gsp ratio than their
rank on total investment. Another

Green

obvious difference is the District of
Columbia, ranked tenth on the ratio
but twenty-fourth in total value. Of
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dollars invested. The only exceptions
were: Delaware, South Dakota, New
Mexico, and West Virginia, all states
with very modest levels of investment.
The dramatic shrinkage in investment
after the bubble is illustrated by an
absolute loss of just over $8.3 billion
for the biggest percentage gainer
Massachusetts from 1999-2000 to
2001-2002.

course, venture capital is often more
geographically concentrated than the
state level (see Figure 7). Even the
ratios understate the potential impact
of investment. One should not
overstate the differences since the
Spearman
correlation
coefficient
between the two sets of ranks is 0.89.
When examining states’ shares of total
investment by a pre-bubble, bubble
and
post-bubble
division,
some
interesting trends come to light
(Tables 4a, 4b and 4c). In the period
running up to the 1999-2000 bubble,
(Table 4a) New York and California’s
percentage increases were in excess of
2% of the nation’s total. Other gainers
such as Washington, D.C. and
Maryland experienced much lower
gains. Losses of share were confined
primarily to those states already
having marginal venture capital
participation such as Michigan and
Missouri.
Of the larger shares
holders, Florida and Washington state
showed declines. It is important to
note that although the losers showed a
percentage loss in terms of national
share, in only five states (Idaho, Iowa,
Nebraska, New Mexico, and North
Dakota) did the actual amount of
investment dollars drop.

When examining the total gain or loss
of venture capital investment shares
though the pre-bubble to post-bubble
period, (Table 4c) the biggest gainers
were Massachusetts, Texas and
California, all previously recognized
concentrations of capital.
In
Massachusetts case, this may be the
harbinger of a reversal of the declining
fortunes it has experienced since the
1980s (Saxenrian, 2000). Essentially
it’s a case of the rich getting richer
and the poor getting poorer.
It
appears
that
venture
capital
investment
is
becoming
more
concentrated in recent years. Twentyseven of the states experienced
absolute losses of investment prebubble to post-bubble and twenty-four
experienced some absolute gain. The
three largest absolute gainers were
Texas ($1.6 billion), Massachusetts
($1.9 billion) and California ($3.9
billion), about 59% of the total
increase of $12.6 billion (total declines
were $3.9 billion, total increases $16.5
billion). These top three states’ share
was 54% of the nation’s total for the
pre-bubble period, 55% during the
bubble and 61% post-bubble. This
retraction of investment does not fit
well with models postulating diffusion
of investment either down the urban

The
post
bubble
period
had
Massachusetts and Texas as major
gainers. California lost about a
quarter of a percent of investment in
this shakeout period, while New York
state gave back much of its gains
experienced in the pre-bubble to
bubble period (Table 4b). In contrast,
in the pre-bubble to bubble period
almost all states experienced an
absolute decline in the amount of

Green
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The venture capital investment data
lends itself naturally to a cross
tabulation form.
The value of
investment is cross tabulated by year
of investment, state of investment,
stage of investment and industry of
investment, producing a four-way
table.

hierarchy or spatially.
The venture capital literature makes
it quite clear that investment is more
spatially concentrated than observed
at the state level. Figure 7 shows the
investment into the major urban
targets for the three investment
periods by venture capital received of
the nation’s total for that time period.
The area of greatest investment is the
San Jose area (Silicon Valley),
followed the San Francisco/Berkeley
area, both of which are consistent with
common perception. It is interesting
to note that San Jose actually saw a
slight decline in its share during the
bubble while San Francisco saw a
dramatic increase. Boston and New
York were the other major target
areas. It is difficult to discern whether
or not the smaller cities as a whole
saw increases in their shares during
the bubble period. Some like Denver
did while others such as San Diego
saw a decline unfortunately, analysis
at the urban level cannot be taken
further
because
there
is
no
information on industry or stage of
investment.

This table is populated by a large
number of zero valued cells (see Table
1) which precludes analysis by
methods such as log-linear or analysis
of variance. A technique that can
provide estimates of the effects of each
of these variables that is not unduly
influenced by zeros is median polish.
Median polish is less computationally
complex than other contingency table
methods. The four dimensional model
in this analysis is notationally defined
as:

Yijkm = t + ri + cj + lk + hm + zijkm (2)
where

Yijkm is data array element in
row i, column j, layer k and hyperlayer m
t is a typical value
ri is row effect of row i
cj is column effect of column j
lk is layer effect of layer k
hm is hyper-layer effect of
hyper-layer m
zijkm is the residual effect of
element ijkm

The factors of location, stage of
investment, industry class and year of
investment all operate together to
create the observed flows of venture
capital investment. While Tables 1
through 3 show that venture capital
investment varies for each survey
variables, more insight can be gained
if they can be examined together. A
suitable technique to do this is median
polish analysis.

The computational procedure begins
by finding the median of each column
in the data matrix and subtracting it
from all elements in the column. This
‘sweeps’ a contribution of the column

MEDIAN POLISH ANALYSIS
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made in other states when the effects
of the variables of industry, stage and
year of in-vestment are removed.

in the model’s fit. This produces a row
of column medians and a new table
from which the initial effect of the
column has been removed from the
new table. This process is repeated for
all the rows, including the newly
created one of the partial column
effects. The procedure is applied to
the layer that now also includes the
column and row effects.
The
procedure is applied once again to the
hyper-layer that includes the column,
row and layer effects (Green, 1991).
The model used here does not include
interaction terms.

This controlling of the other three
variables allows for direct comparisons
of median investment levels between
states. The temptation is to compare
these parameters via ratios such as
11.56 for biotechnology for California
to 1.87 for the biotechnology for the
nation as a whole (Table 5). It is
correct to say that California has
about six times more investment
dollars than the national median
when the effects of the other three
variables are removed, but not to say
that California is six times more likely
to receive investment. The distinction
is
subtle
but
important.
The
parameters are part of a linear
equation, not a multiplicative one,
where statements about likelihood
would be more appropriate. The use of
the
word
times
implies
a
multiplicative relationship that is not
appropriate for this model.

Although theoretically possible, the
complexity of the computational task
and the relative obscurity of the
technique has so far prevented readily
available
software
from
being
produced.
Therefore, only a main
effects model is pursued. The model’s
estimated
parameters
must
be
interpreted as a series of additive
terms that recreates the original data
value found in each cell of the fourway data table. The common effect is
the median of all the data values
found in the cross tabulation table.

The sweeping of the data matrix
continues
iteratively
until
the
estimates converge or the magnitude
of the residuals reach a specified level.
Typically the estimates converge, as
was the case here. A more complete
description of the procedure may be
found in Cook (1985) and Mosteller
and Tukey (1977). The computational
package used was Dataplot (Filliben &
Heckert 2003).

It can be viewed as simply a scale
effect, analogous to the grand mean in
an analysis of variance. Each of the
other parameters are the estimated
impact of membership in one of the
four classificatory variables. For
example, a value of 5.90 for the state
of Massachusetts (Table 5) indicates
that the median of the investments
made in that state are $5.90 million
larger than the median of investments

Green
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Table 3: Investment by State 1995-2002
State

California
Massachusetts
New York
Texas
Colorado
Washington
Virginia
New Jersey
Florida
Pennsylvania
Georgia
Illinois
Maryland
North Carolina
Connecticut
Minnesota
Ohio
Missouri
Arizona
Oregon
Utah
Tennessee
New Hampshire
District of Columbia
Michigan
Alabama
Wisconsin
Louisiana
South Carolina
Indiana
Kentucky
Kansas
Nevada
Delaware
Mississippi
Maine
Hawaii
Rhode Island
Oklahoma
New Mexico
Nebraska
Iowa
Idaho
Montana
Arkansas
Vermont
South Dakota
West Virginia
North Dakota
Alaska
Wyoming
Total

Green

Investment in billions Percentage of Number of
Average dollar Rank Ratio
of dollars in a state
dollar
investments in amount per deal Investment/gsp
(rank)
investment
a
(millions)
39.94
12412
8.73
108.38 (1)
28.08 (2)
10.35
3510
8.00
16.76 (3)
6.18
2031
8.25
16.01(4)
5.90
1839
8.71
10.19 (5)
3.76
1075
9.48
8.27 (6)
3.05
1039
7.96
8.06 (7)
2.97
1006
8.01
8.00 (8)
2.95
982
8.15
7.16 (9)
2.64
921
7.77
6.99 (10)
2.58
824
8.48
6.02 (11)
2.22
752
8.01
5.73 (12)
2.11
752
7.62
5.10 (13)
1.88
748
6.82
4.85 (14)
1.79
648
7.49
4.27 (15)
1.57
626
6.82
3.53 (16)
1.30
602
5.87
2.59 (17)
0.95
410
6.31
2.45 (18)
0.90
313
7.83
2.13 (19)
0.79
304
7.02
2.07 (20)
0.76
268
7.72
1.70 (21)
0.63
268
6.35
1.69 (22)
0.62
228
7.42
1.68 (23)
0.62
221
7.60
1.44 (24)
0.53
202
7.14
1.17 (25)
0.43
132
8.86
0.71 (26)
0.26
116
6.15
0.63 (27)
0.23
109
5.74
0.61 (28)
0.23
108
5.69
0.59 (29)
0.22
94
6.32
0.47 (30)
0.17
83
5.63
0.46 (31)
0.17
80
5.74
0.44 (32)
0.16
78
5.63
0.43 (33)
0.16
68
6.34
0.40 (34)
0.15
68
5.85
0.33 (35)
0.12
55
6.05
0.32 (36)
0.12
49
6.58
0.28 (37)
0.10
44
6.34
0.27 (38)
0.10
38
7.19
0.24 (39)
0.09
28
8.53
0.16 (40)
0.06
27
5.75
0.14 (41)
0.05
24
5.68
0.11 (42)
0.04
22
5.09
0.09 (43)
0.03
22
4.03
0.08 (44)
0.03
18
4.70
0.07 (45)
0.02
17
3.87
0.06 (46)
0.02
13
4.93
0.06 (47)
0.02
13
4.74
0.03 (48)
0.01
8
3.19
0.02 (49)
0.01
6
3.66
0.00 (50)
0.00
1
3.50
0.00 (51)
0.00
1
3.50
271.36
100.00
33303
8.40
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2
1
13
12
3
4
6
11
18
19
14
22
7
16
8
15
27
20
21
17
9
24
5
10
37
29
34
33
30
42
36
31
23
32
25
28
26
40
39
45
44
46
43
35
38
49
41
47
48
50
51
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Table 4a: Gainers and Losers by State from 1995-1998 to 1999-2000
% of 95-98 investment (period % of 99-00 investment (period
State
1)
2)
Biggest Gainers
New York
4.57
6.85
California
41.28
43.35
District of
0.17
0.61
Columbia
Maryland
1.32
1.68
Texas
5.00
5.25
Oregon
0.57
0.81
Colorado
3.54
3.78
Utah
0.50
0.66
Mississippi
0.04
0.17
Hawaii
0.04
0.13
Biggest Losers
Missouri
1.45
0.65
Minnesota
1.64
1.04
Washington
3.37
2.84
Florida
3.02
2.55
Michigan
0.75
0.34
Virginia
3.37
2.96
Tennessee
0.94
0.58
Ohio
1.21
0.86
Arizona
0.97
0.63
Alabama
0.49
0.20

change from period 1 to
period 2
2.28
2.07
0.45
0.36
0.25
0.25
0.24
0.16
0.12
0.08
-0.80
-0.61
-0.53
-0.47
-0.41
-0.41
-0.37
-0.35
-0.34
-0.29

Table 4b: Gainers and Losers by State from 1999-2000 to 2001-2002
% of 1999-2000
State
investment (period 2)
Biggest Gainers
9.38
Massachusetts
Texas
5.25
1.68
Maryland
New Jersey
2.65
Minnesota
1.04
2.01
Georgia
Delaware
0.09
Missouri
0.65
1.58
North Carolina
New
0.55
Hampshire
Biggest Losers
6.85
New York
Virginia
2.96
3.78
Colorado
Florida
2.55
2.51
Pennsylvania
2.04
Illinois
California
43.35
Tennessee
0.58
1.50
Connecticut
2.84
Washington

Green

% of 2001-2002 investment
(period 3)
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change from period 2 to 3

11.48
6.92
2.46
3.20
1.39
2.30
0.37
0.92
1.85
0.81

2.11
1.67
0.78
0.54
0.36
0.29
0.28
0.28
0.27
0.27

4.61
2.12
3.05
1.92
2.09
1.70
43.09
0.32
1.28
2.63

-2.24
-0.84
-0.72
-0.62
-0.42
-0.34
-0.26
-0.26
-0.22
-0.21
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Table 4c: Gainers and Losers by State from 1995-1998 to 2001-2002
State

Biggest Gainers
Massachusetts
Texas
California
Maryland
District of Columbia
Delaware
New Hampshire
New Jersey
Rhode Island
Georgia
Biggest Losers
Virginia
Florida
Washington
Tennessee
Pennsylvania
Illinois
Missouri
Colorado
Michigan
Ohio

% of 95-98 investment
(period 1)

%of 01-02 investment
(period 3)

change from period 1 to
period 3

9.32
5.00
41.28
1.32
0.17
0.02
0.47
2.88
0.04
2.18

11.48
6.92
43.09
2.46
0.55
0.37
0.81
3.20
0.19
2.30

2.16
1.92
1.81
1.15
0.39
0.35
0.34
0.31
0.15
0.12

3.37
3.02
3.37
0.94
2.68
2.24
1.45
3.54
0.75
1.21

2.12
1.92
2.63
0.32
2.09
1.70
0.92
3.05
0.28
0.75

-1.25
-1.10
-0.74
-0.63
-0.59
-0.54
-0.52
-0.49
-0.46
-0.46

Figure 7: Venture Capital Investments by Major Urban Targets
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are on average larger by a factor of 12.
The larger size of investments in
California when compared to most
other states coupled with the far
greater number of investments is
responsible. The values are in general
agreement in trend since the
correlation coefficient between the
California estimates and those of the
other states is 0.83.

The row, column, layer and hyperlayer effects are a measure of the
relative importance of the row,
column, layer or hyper-layer once the
effects of the other terms have been
removed. As in the equation above, the
value of an individual cell is the sum
of the effects of the terms. The
primary advantage of this model is
that it is relatively insensitive to
extreme values of non-normally
distributed data and the ability to
handle zero valued cells.

The two models differ when looking at
the stage of investment. California
investments are more likely to be in
the later stage (+$0.46 million) when
compared to other states (-$3.18
million). The same is true for early
stage investments with the California
model showing +$0.16 million and the
other states model showing -$0.32.
What may surprise some are the low
estimates for startup in both models, $17.00 million for California and $27.83 million for the other states.
Venture capital investment for the
period 1995 to 2002 was not targeting
startup
firms,
although
the
investments that were made, were
larger in California.

Estimated effects

To keep the analysis simple, the entire
survey’s data was not analyzed. In
particular, the stage of investment
was restricted to the four of the seven
most common types, early, later,
expansion and start-up. All the states,
industry classes and years are
included.
An examination of the residuals of an
initial 4-way median polish with all
states included showed that all the
largest residuals were associated with
the state of California. This coupled
with California being by value, the
largest target region for venture
capital investment, indicated that
separate models for California versus
the other states were required. Table
5 shows the parameter estimates for
two models; one with California alone,
and one with the other 49 states and
the District of Columbia together.

The year effect parameters exactly
mirror the overall temporal pattern of
investment for both models.
The
estimates are very close agreement for
both with a correlation co-efficient of
.94. The California estimates are on
average a little larger than those of
the other states.

Looking first at the industry
estimates, one is struck by the larger
absolute values for California and its
larger range. The California values

Green

The two models have different
regional variables. The non-California
model has the states as its regional
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communications (29.63) and software
(40.24), which together account for
over 58% of all investment. This is a
good example, of a case, where the
ability of the model to separate
investments into the underlying
effects is useful. San Diego as a target
area is relatively unattractive when
the effects of its major industry
groupings are removed. Table 6 shows
the industry shares for the four
California sub-regions.

component. The California model has
the state divided into four sub-regions
as defined by the Moneytree Survey,
Los
Angeles/Orange
County,
Sacramento/Northern
California,
Silicon Valley and San Diego. This is
the only instance where the Survey
provides comprehensive data on a subregional level that does not overlap
state boundaries.
Looking at the state estimates first,
the values of most interest are at the
top and bottom of the table.
Massachusetts has the greatest
positive effect estimate at 5.90,
followed by Texas (3.36), New York
(3.13), Washington state (2.52), New
Jersey (2.49) and Florida (2.44). This
ordering is roughly consistent with the
list of top states in terms of total
investment
with
the
notable
exceptions of Colorado and Virginia
that appear a little further down the
list. The states least likely to receive
investment are no surprise with New
Mexico (-2.20), Wyoming (-2.28), South
Dakota (-3.75), Alaska (-4.49) and
North Dakota with -4.81.

The patterns of residuals for the two
models are also similar. The bubble
period is associated with the largest
residuals in absolute value. The year
2000, in particular, was associated
with the largest residuals. The
persistence of residuals for the year
2000 is likely due to interaction effects
with the other variables not captured
by the model.
CONCLUSIONS
What is readily apparent from the
preceding analysis is that the bubble
investment period was different from
pre and post periods on a number of
dimensions.
The
bubble
period
experienced larger absolute flows of
capital, more and larger deals. The
spatial impact was uneven. At the
urban level the largest targets stayed
the largest targets although there was
some shifting of percentage shares of
total investment. The bubble period
showed investments over a wider
range of states and industries than
either the pre or post periods, but the
expansion was overly large.
The
expansion of the capital pool seemed

The California regional parameters
show
that
Sacramento/Northern
California is the least favored region
of the state with a value of -$32.69
million, while Silicon Valley not
surprisingly is largest with $48.30
million. The negative value (-9.42) for
San Diego is maybe somewhat
surprising, although it is offset by the
dominant industries of the area;
medical devices and equipment
(14.71), bio-technology (11.56) tele-
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yet only been a short readjustment
period. Use of the location quotients
showed
that
states
that
are
historically large attractors of venture
capital were balanced in their
participation in the range of industry
classes. More marginal states tended
to be heavily weighted in specific
industries. The more marginal the
state the more unpredictable their
variability becomes.

to have created some diffusion of
venture capital but the diffusion was
short-lived, a sort of negative
diffusion. The share of the top three
states increased post bubble indicating
a contraction of the geographically
expanded
investment
patterns.
Presumably investors are sticking
closer to home in a ‘cold’ market.
The implications for the geographic
models presented early in this paper is
uncertain. The sudden increase of the
venture
capital
market
was
unprecedented. The explosive growth
of the venture capital industry in the
bubble period seems to have upset
previous trends. The evolving gradual
expansion of the industry both in
terms of geography and investable
capital seems to have been disrupted.
Investments were temporarily made
in more remote locations than
previously.

The analysis should be repeated in the
future to see what long term effects if
any, the recent contraction of the
venture capital industry has had.
Once this readjustment has occurred
and the legacy of the bubble has
passed, the industry may resume its
gradual diffusion as witnessed pre
bubble.
A significant set in the analysis could
be achieved if it were possible to
conduct the median polish analysis
with the presence of interaction terms.
The inclusion of just two-way
interactions would likely improve the
model and make it possible to
determine
how
significant
the
interactions are. Such an analysis
must await the availability of suitable
software. Finally, the inclusion of data
on transfers of capital from venture
capital firm locations to target
locations for the study period would
also be welcomed. This should be
coupled with data on the venture
capital firms themselves to provide a
more complete picture of the
geography of the venture capital
investment process than could be

The movement away from start-up
ventures was not affected, although
the increasing availability of angel
capital may be responsible.
Subsequent contraction of investment
has shown that the expansion of
investment bordered on the irrational.
The data is insufficient to allow a clear
evaluation of existing models. Will
the venture capital industry revert to
pre-bubble patterns and then proceed
as theoretically hypothesized or has
there been a fundamental change in
the industry? It is clearly too early to
tell. However, of existing models,
Thompson’s (1989) best accommodates
the recent past. Of course, there has
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Media and Entertainment - Products or
providers of services designed to inform or
entertain consumers.
Medical Devices and Equipment - Medical
diagnostic equipment (X-ray, CAT scan, MRI),
medical therapeutic devices (drug delivery,
surgical instruments, pacemakers, artificial
organs), and other health related products.
Networking
and
Equipment
Data
communication and fiber optics products and
services. Retailing/Distribution - Firms
making consumer goods and services available
for
consumer
purchase.
E-Commerce
companies are included.
Semiconductors
Design, develop or
manufacture
semiconductor
chips/microprocessors.
Software - Producers of bundled and/or
unbundled software applications for business
or consumer use.
Telecommunications - Companies focused on
the transmission of voice and data.
Other - Not classified elsewhere

presented here.
Appendix
The following is an abbreviated
version of the industry definition used
in the MoneyTree Survey. A complete
description is available at the Survey’s
website:
http://www.pwcmoneytree.com/moneyt
ree/nav.jsp?page=definitions.
Biotechnology - Technology promoting
drug
development,
pharmaceuticals,
biosensors and disease treatment. Includes
biotechnology products and services.
Business Products and Services Products and services marketed to another
business. Includes advertising, consulting,
engineering
services,
distribution,
and
wholesaling.
Computers
and
Peripherals
Manufacture and distribution of all types of
computer equipment. Also included are digital
imaging, scanning hardware, video cards and
plotters.
Consumer Products and Services Products or services targeted at consumers.
Electronics/Instrumentation
Electronic components include scientific
instruments, electronic testing products, and
business and consumer electronic devices.
Financial Services - The provision of
financial services to businesses or individuals
including banking, real estate, brokerage
services,
and
financial
planning.
Healthcare Services - Health insurers,
hospitals, clinics, nursing facilities, managed
care
organizations,
Physician
Practice
Management Companies, child care and
emergency care. Industrial/Energy- Producers
and suppliers of energy, chemicals, and
materials, industrial automation companies,
oil
and
gas
exploration
companies,
environmental, agricultural, transportation,
manufacturing, construction and utility
related products and services.
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Table 5: Median Polish Estimates for California and the Rest of the Nation
California
Nation
Industry
effect
Biotechnology
11.56
1.87
Business Products and
-14.06
-0.41
Computers and Peripherals
-2.42
-1.03
Consumer Products and
-5.69
-0.92
Electronics/Instrumentation
-28.91
-1.57
Financial Services
-12.38
0.00
Health Services
-13.74
0.42
Industrial/Energy
IT Services
Media and Entertainment
Medical Devices and
Networking and Equipment
Other
Retailing/Distribution
Semiconductors
Software
Telecommunications
Year
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
Stage of Investment
Early Stage
Expansion
Later Stage
Seed/Startup

-14.31
-0.18
4.50
14.71
12.22
-60.25
-15.18
6.50
40.24
29.63

-1.38
0.98
0.56
-0.37
2.61
-2.67
-0.96
0.06
2.08
2.64

-18.08
-9.18
-7.61
0.17
23.21
54.93
9.27
-3.73

-17.60
-9.42
-2.68
2.68
29.93
34.52
15.31
-3.45

0.16
24.32
0.46
-17.00

-0.32
27.55
-3.18
-27.83

common effect for National model =0.45, all terms statistically significant at p=.05.
common effect for California model = 22.26, stage and region terms statistically significant at p=.05.

Table 5 (continued)
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nonCalifornia State Effects

nonCalifornia State Effects

STATE Effect

STATE Effect

California

na Delaware

-0.41

Massachusetts

5.90 Arkansas

-0.45

Texas

3.36 Louisiana

-0.47

New York

3.13 Utah

-0.54

Washington

2.52 Rhode Island

-0.58

New Jersey

2.49 Kentucky

-0.69

Florida

2.44 Indiana

-0.72

Colorado

1.76 Oklahoma

-0.87

South Carolina

1.49 Vermont

-0.88

Illinois

1.40 Mississippi

-0.91

Virginia

1.34 Alabama

-0.96

Arizona

1.21 Wisconsin

-0.97

Minnesota

1.18 District of Columbia

-0.99

Georgia

1.08 Kansas

-1.19

Connecticut

1.05 Nebraska

-1.33

Oregon

0.87 Michigan

-1.66

Pennsylvania

0.84 Iowa

-1.87

New Hampshire

0.80 Maine

-1.88

Maryland

0.76 West Virginia

-2.04

Tennessee

0.74 Hawaii

-2.13

Idaho

0.33 New Mexico

North Carolina

0.32 Wyoming

-2.2
-2.28

Missouri

-0.02 South Dakota

-3.75

Nevada

-0.04 Alaska

-4.49

Ohio

-0.07 North Dakota

-4.81

Montana

-0.36

California subregion parameters
region effect
Los Angeles

8.01

Sacramento/Northern California

-32.69

San Diego

-9.42

Silicon Valley

48.30
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ABSTRACT
The U.S. commercial banking industry provides a unique laboratory for studying
the effects of regulatory and technological change on the geography of urban
economic activity. We explore whether and how three fundamental facets of
banking geography changed during the 1990s: bank headquarters locations, bank
branch office locations, and bank depositor locations. We find that (a) mergers and
acquisitions have allowed large publicly-traded banks to move their company
headquarters from smaller cities to larger cities, consistent with the existence of
agglomeration economies available to banking companies, (b) bank branches have
moved substantially farther away from bank headquarters, evidence that banking
organizations have become less geographically centralized, but (c), despite these
and other strategic changes by banks, the spatial density of bank deposits in the 50
largest metropolitan areas has remained remarkably stable over time.
INTRODUCTION
THE CHANING GEOGRAPHY OF THE
U.S.BANKING INDUSTRY

The commercial banking industry in
the United States offers a unique and,
to date, little exploited opportunity to
study the geography of urban
economic activity.
For decades,
commercial
banks
had
been
The Industrial Geographer, Volume 2, Issue 1, pp. 29-48

geographically constrained – by the
McFadden Act of 1927 that prohibited
commercial banks from operating
across state lines and additionally by
state laws which restricted banks’
ability to branch across county lines
and in many states prohibited branch
banking entirely. In addition, both

©2004 De Young, Klier & McMillen
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By 2002 only 7,887 commercial banks
remained, approximately halving the
population in a little over two decades.

the states and the federal government
were reluctant to grant charters to
new commercial banks, fearing that
“excess” competition would lead to
bank failures and financial instability.
By 1980 there were 14,434 commercial
banks in the United States, virtually
unchanged from the number of banks
almost 50 years earlier. The typical
bank was small, locally focused, and
on average operated just 2.68
branches.

Banks also exercised their new-found
geographic freedom by opening new
branches. Between 1980 and 2002 the
number of branches of commercial
banks in the United States increased
by 70%, and by 2002 the average
commercial bank was operating 8.39
branches. This near tripling in branch
intensity occurred as thousands of
banks were developing and deploying
Internet web sites, and over one
hundred thousand new automated
teller machines (ATMs) were brought
on line – new technologies which
theoretically reduced the need for
bank branches as customer points of
contact.1

Since 1980 these artificial geographic
restrictions have been eliminated
almost
entirely,
with
dramatic
consequences for the structure of the
U.S. banking system. The Riegle-Neal
Act of 1994 permits banks to operate
across state lines, striking down the
McFadden Act and codifying at the
federal level actions taken by the
majority of state legislatures over the
previous two decades to gradually ease
and
finally
remove
branching
restrictions.
As these regulatory
constraints vanished, banks expanded
into
new
geographic
markets,
primarily by acquiring or merging
with banks in other cities and states.
Advances
in
telecommunications,
information technology, and risk
management
practices
supported
banks’
geographic
growth
by
improving the ability of headquarters
staff to make and monitor loans far
away from headquarters. Although
federal and most state banking
agencies eased their chartering
policies, resulting in over 4,000 new
bank charters between 1980 and 2002,
these “de novo” bank entrants only
partially replaced the thousands of
banks that disappeared via mergers.

DeYoung, Klier & McMillen

These
exogenous
changes
in
regulation and technology, and the
relatively rapid transition from a
geographically constrained to a
geographically unconstrained industry
equilibrium
triggered
by
these
changes, present a natural experiment
in urban economic geography. By
observing changes in the locations of
bank headquarters and bank branches
over time, we address three related
sets of questions.
First, did
geographically deregulated banking
firms relocate their headquarters to
larger cities to take advantage of
agglomeration economies, similar to
the organizational forms increasingly
adopted
by
nonbanking
firms?
Second, has there been any change in
1

Furst, Lang, and Nolle (2002) and DeYoung,
Hunter, and Udell (2004) provide evidence on the
expansion of these retail banking delivery channels.
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the spatial structure of banking
organizations? Did banking firms
become less centralized by expanding
their geographic footprints into new
cities and states – a change that would
enhance competition in local markets
– or did banking firms become more
centralized by packing more points of
customer contact into a given
geographic area – a change that could
potentially enhance their local market
power? And third, how have banks
responded to changing household
location, given banks’ greater freedom
to operate across larger geographical
areas? Has the geographic profile of
banking offices and branches in urban
areas become more or less closely
aligned with the geographic profile of
urban population and income?

decade ago. As part of a larger
research agenda this study provides
the first look at how the geography of
the U.S. banking industry has
changed since 1990.
We explore three fundamental facets
of the geography of the banking
industry. First, we show that mergers
and acquisitions have allowed banks
to move their company headquarters
from smaller cities to larger cities,
consistent with the existence of
agglomeration economies available to
banking companies. Second, we show
that bank branches have moved
substantially farther away from bank
headquarters, evidence that banking
organizations have become less
geographically centralized. Third, we
show that – despite these changes and
despite historic increases in the
number of bank branches – the spatial
density of deposits in the 50 largest
metropolitan areas has remained
remarkably stable over time. That is,
banks appear to have opened new
branches and/or re-deployed existing
branches in response to changes in the
spatial distribution households.

Several studies have examined the
effects of deregulation and new
technology on the geography and
spatial distribution of the U.S.
banking industry. Holly (1987), Lord
(1992),
and
Zhou
(1998)
are
2
examples. These studies identify the
presence of large banking companies,
created as a result of banking
consolidation, as a crucial force in
shaping the spatial structure of this
industry. Yet, the most recent of these
studies analyzes data from over a

BANK HEADQUARTER LOCATIONS
We begin by examining the location of
commercial bank headquarters, and
whether these locations tended to
change during the 1990s as banking
organizations restructured to operate
more efficiently in geographically
deregulated
banking
markets.
Existing studies of large nonbanking
companies (e.g., Klier and Testa 2002)
find that the share of headquarters
located in large metropolitan areas

2

Although these studies find evidence of differential
spatial impacts of deregulation and technology, most
studies assume that capital will flow across
geographic boundaries without frictions. Whereas
this assumption may be a useful construct in
theoretical models, it is not true in practice: there is
plentiful evidence that informational, regulatory, and
cultural frictions have shaped the geography of the
banking industry. Berger and Udell (1998), Berger,
DeYoung, Genay, and Udell (2000), and DeYoung,
Hunter, and Udell (2004) contain summaries and
analysis of these phenomena.
DeYoung, Klier & McMillen
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has increased in recent years.3 Given
commercial banks’ key role in
providing
credit,
payments,
investment, and other financial advice
to
headquarters
of
nonbanking
companies, agglomeration economies
should be strong for commercial
banks, and as such one would expect
banking companies to favor large
cities
for
their
headquarters
operations at least as much as
nonbanking companies.

merger. We make the reasonable
assumption that the headquarters
remain at the acquiring company’s
address. We aggregate headquarter
locations by metropolitan areas,
specifically
by
the
so-called
consolidated metropolitan statistical
area (CMSA).5 Thus, our findings will
not be affected by relocations of
headquarters from a central city to a
suburban location within the same
metropolitan area. The underlying
assumption is that a metropolitan
area’s different locales share common
attributes relevant to the siting of
headquarters, such as hub airports,
access to business service firms, and a
common skilled labor pool.

DATA
ON
HEADQUARTER
LOCATIONS
Information on the location and
characteristics of publicly held and
actively
traded
banking
and
nonbanking companies comes from
Compustat for the years 1990 and
2000.4
The database identifies a
company’s headquarter location, its
total employment, and total assets
held domestically as well as assets
held abroad. To identify gross flows of
headquarters
between
different
geographic
locations,
we
used
Compustat’s “mergertracker” data to
obtain detailed records on individual
corporate actions such as mergers,
companies going private, companies
entering
bankruptcy.
Compustat
records the headquarter address of
target and acquirer at the time of the

We focus on the headquarter locations
of publicly traded U.S. depository
institutions (SIC industry 60), the vast
majority of which are commercial
bank holding companies. Although
only a small percentage of commercial
banking companies are publicly
traded, this small portion of banking
companies holds the majority of total
industry assets.6 In 1990 there were
just 197 publicly traded commercial
companies. Active companies are either publicly
traded companies or are required to file with the
Securities and Exchange Commission. Compustat
created “pre-FASB” company records upon
introduction of FASB rule 94 regarding the
accounting of financial service subsidiaries to show
consistency between current and historical data.
5
For example, the Chicago CMSA encompasses the
primary metropolitan statistical areas (PMSAs) of
Chicago, IL, Gary, IN, Kankakee, IL, and Kenosha,
WI.
6
Although it is difficult to measure the output of
commercial banks, total assets provide a rough and
ready measure. Between 85 and 90% of aggregate
industry assets are typically “intermediated,” that is,
lent out to companies or invested in securities issued
by companies and governments.

3

Klier and Testa (2002) also find a changing
distribution of company headquarters within large
metropolitan areas. Within the 50 most populous
MSAs, the middle tier of cities experienced a net gain
in the number of large company headquarters during
the 1990s, while the upper tier of cities experienced a
net loss.
4
The data represent a panel of all public companies
whose shares are traded in the United States, with the
exception of American Depositary Receipts (ADRs),
closed-end mutual fund index shares, and preFinancial Accounting Standards Boards (FASB)
DeYoung, Klier & McMillen
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mergers and acquisitions (M&As) that
combined large banking companies.

banking companies in the United
States,
and
these
firms
held
approximately 84% of industry assets.
The number of publicly traded
banking
companies
increased
dramatically during the 1990s as
hundreds
of
mid-sized
banking
companies
went
public,
taking
advantage of a rising stock market to
raise the funds needed to expand via
acquisition. By 2000 there were 636
publicly traded banks. These publicly
traded firms, however, still accounted
for less than 10% of the population of
commercial banking companies in the
United States.

FINDINGS ON HEADQUARTER
LOCATIONS
The raw headquarters data displayed
in Table 2 indicate that the U.S.
commercial banking industry became
more spatially concentrated during
the 1990s, somewhat consistent with
developments in both the general U.S.
population and nonbanking companies
in the United States.
These raw
location data reflect two separate
deregulation-induced changes in the
banking
industry:
headquarters
movements of large, established
banking companies from smaller
MSAs to larger MSAs, and a wave of
initial public offerings by small, fastgrowing banking companies located in
small MSAs and rural markets.

Table 1 shows two divergent trends for
publicly traded banking companies
during the 1990s. First, the average
publicly traded banking company was
substantially smaller by the end of the
decade. Employment at the median
publicly traded bank fell considerably,
from 2,600 full-time equivalent
employees (FTEs) in 1990 to just 240
FTEs in 2000, clear evidence of the
hundreds of initial public offerings
made by relatively small banking
companies. Second, only 74 of the 197
banking companies in the 1990 data
survived until 2000, but these
“surviving” firms grew substantially
larger during the decade. Average
employment at surviving banks
increased from 6,000 to 15,700 FTEs,
and median employment rose from
2,600 to 6,600 FTEs. Employment at
the
largest
surviving
banking
company increased by 64%, from
95,000 to 156,000 FTEs. These data
illustrate the dramatic change in
industry structure caused by scores of

DeYoung, Klier & McMillen

In 1990 both banking companies and
nonbanking companies are more
spatially concentrated than the overall
population, reflecting agglomeration
economies that lead corporations to
locate their headquarters in urban
areas. For example, 71% of the U.S.
population resided in the 50 largest
MSAs in 1990, while approximately
85% of publicly traded bank and
nonbank corporate headquarters were
located in the 50 largest MSAs.
Moreover,
bank
and
nonbank
headquarters
were
distributed
similarly within the largest MSAs
in1990: the New York CMSA was
home to 14% of bank headquarters
and 18% of nonbank headquarters,
and the largest five MSAs contained
35% of bank headquarters and 38% of
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Table 1
Employment (in thousands of jobs) at publicly traded banking companies
1990

2000

publicly traded banking
companies that survived
from 1990

all publicly traded
banking companies

Mean
Median
Maximum

6
2.6
95

15.7
6.6
156

2.36
0.24
156

Observations
Firms not reporting

197
19

74
4

636
57

Source: Compustat.

Table 2
Distribution of U.S. Population, Company Headquarters, and Banking Industry
Assets, 1990 and 2000.
U.S.
Population
1990

% in top 50
MSAs
% in other
MSAs
% in rural
locations
Total
Observations
(#)
memo:
% in New
York CMSA
% in top 5
CMSAs

2000

Publicly
traded nonbanking
company
headquarters

Publicly traded bank
headquarters
1990

2000

companies
that
survived

all
companies

1990

2000

All traded
and nontraded
commercial
banking
companies
1990
2000

1990

2000

Total
commercial
banking
industry
assets

71

72

86

88

56

84

87

31%

33%

83%

87%

9

8

14

12

25

5

3

17%

17%

10%

8%

20

20

0

0

19

11

10

52%

50%

7%

5%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

--

--

197

74

636

6335

7430

10461

7606

--

--

10%

9%

14

18

9

18

14

5%

5%

33%

29%

28%

27%

35

41

24

38

38

12%

12%

52%

41%

Sources: Census; Compustat; Call Reports.

nonbank
headquarters.
Not
surprisingly, nonbanking companies
were much more likely to be
headquartered outside of MSAs than
banking companies: one of ten
nonbank headquarters were located in
DeYoung, Klier & McMillen

rural areas in 1990 compared to less
than ½ percent of the bank
headquarters.
Both the distribution of U.S.
population and the distribution of
34
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nonbanking company headquarters
show evidence of gradual urbanization
during the 1990s. By 2000 a greater
percentage of the population and the
nonbanking
headquarters
were
located in the 50 largest MSAs, while
smaller percentages were located in
rural areas. However, there is some
evidence of “de-urbanization” in the
raw banking headquarters data. At
the end of the decade only 56% of
banks were headquartered in the 50
largest MSAs (vs. 86% at the
beginning of the decade). At the same
time, the share of bank headquarters
in rural locations jumped from close to
zero to 19%, and the share of
headquarters located in smaller
MSAs7 increased from 14% to 25%.

The newly traded banking companies
were quite different in size (smaller),
location (more rural), and business
strategy (community banking) from
the established banking companies,
and their large numbers obscure the
increase in urbanization among large,
established banking companies in the
overall data. Only 74 of the original
197
publicly
traded
banking
companies still existed in 2000, but
these “surviving” banks did not deurbanize. As shown in Table 2, the
percentage of surviving publicly
traded banking companies with
headquarters in the 50 largest
metropolitan areas increased from
86% to 88% during the 1990s.
Similarly, the percentage of all (traded
and nontraded) banking company
headquarters in the 50 largest MSAs
increased from 31% to 33%, and the
percentage of total banking industry
assets held by these banking
companies increased from 83% to 87%
during the decade. The increase in the
headquarters urbanization of large,
established public banking companies
was strongest in the largest urban
markets. The share of these firms
headquartered in the New York CMSA
increased from 14% to 18% and the
share located in the five largest
CMSAs
(including
New
York)
increased from 35% to 41%.

These large changes in the spatial
distribution of banking headquarters
reflect the tremendous upheaval in the
structure of the banking industry
during the 1990s. Table 3 shows that
123 of the original 197 banks exited
the publicly traded database (96 were
acquired by another banking company,
while 27 either failed or went private)
and 562 new publicly traded banks
entered the database (initial public
offerings made by existing, privately
held banks). The locations of these
“new entrants” are driving the change
in the spatial distribution of banking
headquarters. Only 52% of the newly
traded banks were located in the 50
largest MSAs, compared to 84% and
88% for exiting banks and surviving
banks, respectively.

That is to say, large public banking
companies urbanized more intensively
during the 1990s than did public
nonbank companies.

7

In the year 2000, MSAs of population rank 51 and
lower represent populations of less than a million.
DeYoung, Klier & McMillen
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Table 3

Gross Flows of Bank Headquarters.
Exit
84
16

Entry
52
27

Survive
88
12

0

22

0

100%

100%

100%

123

562

74

12

8

18

33
Source: Compustat.

22

43

% in top 50 MSAs
% in other MSAs
% in rural locations
Total
Observations (#)
memo:
in New York CMSA
in top 5 CMSAs

Table 4

Acquisition Matrix for Publicly Traded Banking Companies.
MSA/CMSA Ranking Based on Population.
Move In

Move
Out

NYC
CMSA

CMS
A 210

MSA
11-20

MSA
21-30

MSA
31-40

MSA
41-50

Other
MSAs

Elsewhere

NYC CMSA

3

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

CMSA 2-10
MSA 11-20
MSA 21-30
MSA 31-40
MSA 41-50
Other MSA
Elsewhere

1
1
2
1
0
0
5

9
4
0
6
0
0
6

2
6
1
3
2
0
2

1
2
3
1
0
0
3

1
1
0
2
0
1
0

1
1
0
7
1
0
1

1
4
0
4
0
0
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Source: Compustat

likely cause of this contrast. First,
much of the growth at the largest New
York City banking companies was due
to “off-balance-sheet” activities such as
investment
banking,
securities
brokerage, and financial consulting
which generate revenues but very few
assets. Second, a small number of
bank mergers moved the headquarters
of very large banking companies out of

This pattern of intense urbanization
among the very largest banking
companies has continued into the
2000s, e.g., with Bank One moving its
headquarters from Chicago to New
York after being acquired by
JPMorganChase in 2004. (In contrast,
banking company assets have not
become further concentrated in the 5
largest CMSAs. Two technical factors
that occurred during the 1990s are the

DeYoung, Klier & McMillen
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the top 5 CMSAs category and into the
next lower tier of MSAs.)

BRANCH LOCATIONS RELATIVE
TO THEIR MAIN OFFICES
While large banking companies were
exploiting deregulation to participate
in M&As that relocated their
headquarters to larger urban areas,
banks of all sizes were exploiting
deregulation to open branch offices in
new geographic markets. Figure 1
shows the changes in the number of
branch offices and branch offices per
bank since 1980. Most of these 27,000
new branches were brand new, or “de
novo,” offices, while many (exact
figures are not available, but
substantially less than 10,000) were
simply conversions of existing head
offices of acquired banks into “new”
branches.

The vast majority of headquarter
relocations among large, established
banking companies were driven by
M&As. Table 4 is a transition matrix
that shows the geographic disposition
of these merger-induced relocations for
publicly traded banking companies,
while Table 5 shows the same thing
for
M&As
of
publicly
traded
nonbanking companies (see also
Diacon and Klier, 2003).
These
transition matrices are divided into
three areas: the shaded cells on the
diagonal contain the number of M&As
between two companies located in
similar-sized MSAs; cells above the
diagonal contain the number of M&As
in which the acquired company
headquarters moved from a larger to a
smaller MSA; and cells below the
diagonal contain the number of M&As
in which the acquired company
headquarters moved from a smaller to
a larger MSA. Of the 96 banking
company mergers shown in Table 4,
26% involved two banks located in
similar size MSAs, 28% moved the
acquired bank headquarters to a
smaller MSA, and 46% moved the
acquired bank headquarters to a
larger MSA. For the 732 nonbanking
company mergers shown in Table 5,
these percentages were 30%, 40%, and
30%, respectively. These data indicate
that M&As during the 1990s resulted
in decreased urbanization of publicly
traded nonbanking companies. But in
the banking industry, restructuring in
the
aftermath
of
geographic
deregulation, M&As resulted in
greater urbanization.

DeYoung, Klier & McMillen

The geographic distribution of these
new branches relative to the bank
headquarters locations is not well
understood, and could be affected by
several factors. As discussed above,
deregulation allowed banks to have a
wider geographic footprint, so many of
the new branches will certainly be
farther away from the head office.
Moreover, there is evidence that
improvements
in
information
technology (e.g., computers, fax
machines, credit databases) and risk
management (e.g., credit derivatives,
asset securitization) have allowed
senior headquarters management to
better monitor branch loan officers at
longer distances (e.g., Berger and
DeYoung
2001,
2002),
making
geographic expansion via branching
more feasible.
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Table 5

Acquisition Matrix for Publicly Traded Non-Banking Companies.
MSA/CMSA Ranking Based on Population.
NYC
CMSA
31
44
16
4
0
4
3
1

NYC CMSA
CMSA 2-10
MSA 11-20
MSA 21-30
MSA 31-40
MSA 41-50
Other MSA
Elsewhere

Move
Out

Move In
CMSA
MSA
MSA
MSA
2-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
24
8
9
2
115
22
16
11
36
30
5
7
16
6
12
1
13
6
1
5
7
4
1
0
21
13
2
4
1
3
2
0
Source: Compustat

MSA
41-50
0
15
3
2
4
2
5
1

Other
MSAs
6
23
11
3
7
4
18
5

Elsewhere
16
60
15
4
4
4
9
5

Figure 1
Branches and Branches per Bank in U.S. Commercial Banking Industry, 1980-2002.

4

40,000

3

35,000

2

30,000
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2002

45,000

2000

5

1998

50,000

1996

6

1994

55,000

1992

7

1990

60,000

1988

8

1986

65,000

1984

9

1982

70,000

1980

10

branches per bank (left scale)

Source: FDIC

However, a number of other studies
conclude that improved technology has
also allowed branch loan officers to
better evaluate the creditworthiness
and monitor the performance of
borrowers at longer distances (e.g.,
Cyrnak and Hannan 2000; Degryse
and Ongena 2002; Petersen and Rajan
DeYoung, Klier & McMillen

2002; Wolken and Rohde 2002),
reducing (at least at the margin) the
necessity for banks to expand
geographically in order to grow.
Similarly, the explosion of ATMs and
increased use of Internet banking
reduces the need for banks to operate
branches
close
to
household
38
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depositors. Finally, to the extent that
within-market bank mergers have
reduced competition in some markets,
there may be less incentive for banks
to compete by providing more branch
locations.

FINDINGS ON BANK-TO-BRANCH
DISTANCE
Table 6 displays the average distances
between
the
main
offices
of
commercial banks and their branches
in 1994 and 2003 and how these
average distances changed during
these ten years. In all cases displayed
in the table – mean distances, median
distances, branches within the same
MSA as the main bank office, and all
branches associated with the main
bank office – the average branch-tobank distance increased by a
statistically
significant
amount
between 1994 and 2003. The increase
in
mean
within-MSA
distance
displayed in the top panel is just 1.2
miles, an increase of approximately
12%. Given that the transportation
time of covering an additional 1.2
miles is minimal, this small increase
in branch-to-bank distance is unlikely
to be economically significant.

DATA
ON
BANK-TO-BRANCH
DISTANCE
A full investigation of the various
determinants
of
bank-to-branch
distance is well beyond the scope of
this study; as a first investigation in
this area, we will simply measure and
analyze the net changes in bank-tobranch distance during the past
decade. We use the Federal Deposit
Insurance
Corporation
(FDIC)
Summary of Deposits database, along
with the Federal Reserve Bank of
Chicago Call Report database, to find
the five-digit Zip Codes for all fullservice offices of U.S. commercial
banks in 1994 and 2003 that had main
offices located in MSAs.8 We then use
Maptitude
geographic
mapping
software to measure the distance in
miles between (a) the Zip Code
centroid of each branch and its main
office, and (b) the Zip Code centroid of
each branch and the CBD of its main
office’s MSA. We analyze the former
in this section, and the latter in the
section that follows.

However, restricting the analysis to
branches within the same MSA as
their
main
office
substantially
understates the increase in the
geographic
scope
of
banking
companies, because deregulation freed
banking companies to operate in
multiple geographic markets.
As
shown in the bottom panel of Table 2,
relaxing this same-MSA constraint
paints a different picture. The mean
increase in branch-to-bank distance
including the multiple-MSA banking
companies is nearly 24.55 miles, an
increase in distance of slightly over
80%. This is clearly an economically
significant difference: given the
frictions involved with surface travel
in urban areas, 24 miles as the crow

8

The earliest and most recent years for which high
quality electronic data for branch locations is
available are 1994 and 2003, respectively. We use
MSAs to define markets (rather than the larger
CMSAs) because even in 2003 the majority of U.S.
commercial banks have local business strategies.
Furthermore, unlike the analysis in the previous
section, our analysis here is not concerned with
movements of head offices into, out of, or within
metropolitan areas.
DeYoung, Klier & McMillen
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BANKING ACTIVITY RELATIVE TO
THE
CENTRAL
BUSINESS
DISTRICT
Changes in the distance between
banks and their branches have
implications mainly for internal bank
operations – that is, as branches are
located farther from headquarters, can
senior management monitor and
control junior managers and loan
officers? – and are not necessarily a
good measure of the urban geography
of the banking industry.
As the
industry continues to consolidate, an
increasing number of bank branches
are located in different metropolitan
areas
than
their
headquarters.

flies can easily translate into 45-to-60
minute of travel time.
These results suggest that between
1994 and 2003 the branching density
(i.e., branches per square mile) at the
typical banking company declined; the
number of bank branches increased by
approximately 20% during this time
period (Figure 1) while the average
distance between banks and their
branches increased by over 80%. (Of
course, the aggregate branching
density in the United States increased
during this time period, because the
geographic area of the United States
was constant between 1994 and 2003.)

Table 6
Distance (in miles) between geographic location of branches and main bank offices
for urban commercial banks in U.S. in 1994 and 2003.
1994
mean
(standard
deviation)

2003
mean
(standard deviation)

difference
difference in means
(t-statistic)

Branches within same MSA as main bank office (12,581 branches)
mean distance
median distance
# of MSAs

9.97
(5.02)
8.86
(5.08)

11.17
(4.83)
10.04
(4.68)

307

306

1.20***
(3.02)
1.18***
( 7.58)

All branches associated with the main bank office (33,678 branches)
mean distance
median distance

# of MSAs

DeYoung, Klier & McMillen

29.78
(38.76)
21.00
(31.34)

54.33
(91.29)
37.51
(83.62)

312

311

40

24.55***
(4.37)
16.15***
(3.26)
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Moreover, the main office of a banking
company need not be located in the
CBD, the traditional urban center and
the
place
where
agglomeration
economies are presumably highest.
Hence, we turn to our second distance
measure – the distance between
metropolitan bank branches and their
CBDs – to analyze changes in the
urban geography of the U.S. banking
industry between 1993 and 2003.

of the 50 most populous U.S.
metropolitan
areas.
Summary
statistics for the regression variables
are displayed in Table 7. We adjusted
1994 deposit data for changes in the
price level and the size of the real
economy between 1994 and 2003.10
Thus, any changes in deposits per
branch reflected in the estimates of α
and β will be purged of the effects of
economic growth and inflation.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF DEPOSITSPER-BRANCH AROUND THE CBD.
We estimate the density of bank
branches based on the following
functional form and ordinary least
squares (OLS) techniques:

Table 8 displays the estimated
parameters of (1) for both 1994 and
2003.
In both years, branch size
declines slightly with distance from
the CBD. In 1994 deposits per branch
fell by 1.1% with each additional mile
from the CBD, and fell by 1.0% per
mile in 2003; this difference in
gradients
is
not
statistically
significant. However, the intercept
falls from 10.591 in 1994 to 10.337 in
2003, and this change is highly
significant. This downward, parallel
shift
in
the
deposit-distance
relationship implies that the average
bank size is smaller in all locations.
This parallel shift translates into an
economically meaningful reduction in
deposits of $8.9 million per branch, or
about a 22% reduction per branch,
which is roughly consistent with the
25.5% increase in the number of
branches during these ten years. This
implies that banks packed the urban
geographic space more tightly with
bank branches during the decade.

ln(deposits per branchi) = α + β*branch
(1)
distance to the CBDi + εi

The dependent variable is the natural
log of deposits in branch i; thus, we
are estimating a branch density
function weighted by deposits. The
explanatory variable is the straight
line distance between branch i and the
central business district of its MSA.9
The estimated coefficients α and β
describe the density of bank branches
(weighted by deposits) around the
CBD, and estimating these coefficients
separately for both 1994 and 2003
data allows us to test whether the
geographic distribution of branch
banking changed during the past
decade.
Our data set includes all bank
branches within 70 miles of the CBDs

acos(sin(la1)*sin(la2) + cos(la1)*cos(la2)*cos(lo2lo1))*6370*.62, where la1 and lo1 are the latitude
and longitude (in radians) of the zip code centroid
and la2 and lo2 are the coordinates for the CBD.
10
We multiplied 1994 deposits by ratio of nominal
U.S. GDP in 2003 and 1994: $10,847/$7,031 =
154.28%.

9

The geographic coordinates for the zip code
centroids and the CBDs come from the Maptitude
GIS program. The distance between these two sets
of coordinates is given by the following formula:
DeYoung, Klier & McMillen
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+ γ1*(dj>10)*(dj-10)3 + γ2*(dj>20)*(dj-20)3
+ γ3*(dj>30)*(dj-10)3 + γ4*(dj>40)*(dj-20)3
+ γ5*(dj>50)*(dj-60)3 +γ6*(dj>60)*(dj-60)3 + εj

THE DISTRIBUTION OF DEPOSITSPER-SQUARE-MILE AROUND THE
CBD
The evidence above suggests that the
deposit-weighted density of bank
branches in U.S. metropolitan areas
fell during the 1990s chiefly due to a
change in strategic bank behavior –
increased spatial density of branches
within the MSA – and not because of
any change in the density of urban or
suburban deposits. However, drawing
such a conclusion based on the above
analysis alone requires us to draw
some strong inferences. To increase
our confidence in this conclusion, we
more carefully explore the spatial
distribution of banking activity by
estimating the density of deposits in
the same metropolitan areas. Our
initial deposit density function is a
slight variant of equation (1):

(3)
which supplements a simple cubic
specification with additional variables
that allow the function to vary
smoothly with distance from the CBD,
where dj is the distance between zip
code j and the CBD, and (dj>x) is a
dummy equal to 1 for zip codes that
are more than x miles from the CBD.
The estimated parameters of the
negative exponential (2) and the cubic
spline (3) regressions are reported in
Table 9. The gradient for the deposit
density functions is much steeper than
the gradient for the branch density
functions: the simple regression (2)
implies that deposits fell by 10.2% and
9.8%,
respectively,
with
each
additional mile from the city center
between 1994 and 2003.
The
difference in these two gradients is not
statistically
different,
but
the
difference in the estimated intercepts
is statistically significant.
This
intercept shift – which translates into
$9,084 per square mile, a 12.9%
reduction over the ten years – is likely
a result of the inflexible functional
form used in (2). When we re-estimate
using the cubic spline we find that the
spatial
distribution
of
deposits
remained remarkably similar across
time.
Although most of the
coefficients in the cubic spline are
statistically significant, none of the
coefficients are statistically different
from each other across time, and the
joint change in all the coefficients is
also insignificant.
Thus, once we

ln(deposits per square milej) = α +
β*distance to the CBDj + εj

(2)

This is a direct analog to standard
methods used by urban economists to
study urban population density
functions (McDonald, 1989).
The
dependent variable is the total
deposits in all branches i located in zip
code j, divided by the geographic area
of zip code j in square miles. As a
complement to the standard negative
exponential functional form in (2), we
also estimate the deposit density
function using a more flexible cubic
spline functional form (Suits, Mason,
and Chan 1978):

ln(deposits per square milej) =
α + β1*dj + β2*(dj2/10) + β3*(dj3/100)

DeYoung, Klier & McMillen
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The deposit densities are also similar
when estimated separately for each of
the 50 metropolitan areas. Figure 3
shows the estimated distance gradient
from the negative exponential form (2)
for each metropolitan area in both
1994 and 2003. The gradients are
ordered by their 1994 value. The
average gradient is 11.6% in 1994 and

allow for additional nonlinearity, the
regressions indicate that there was no
change between 1994 and 2003 in the
spatial distribution of deposits within
metropolitan areas. This similarity is
illustrated in Figure 2, which
graphically depicts the estimates of
both the negative exponential and
cubic spline regressions.

Table 7
Summary Statistics for Variables used in Equations (1) and (2). Means and
(standard deviations). Dollar figures are in thousands of real, growth-adjusted 2003
dollars. Distance to the CBD is measured from the centroids of the zip codes in
which the banks are located.
1994

2003

$65,359.68
(267,697.67)
$10.454
(1.142)

$66,205.23
(667,517.10)
$10.206
(1.282)

13.022
(10.910)

13.672
(10.871)

32,834

41,196

$294,951.34
(1,100,003.28)

$398,613.27
(2,369,913.63)

zip code area (square miles)

28.16
(50.18)

28.16
(50.18)

ln(deposits per square mile)

9.39
(2.19)

9.31
(2.21)

zip code distance to the CBD

17.74
(13.02)

17.74
(13.02)

4,508

4,923

Variables for equation (1)
deposits per branch
ln(deposits per branch)
branch distance to the CBD
number of branch observations
Variables for equation (2)
deposits per zip code

number of zip code observations

Source: FDIC Summary of Deposits, Chicago Fed Call Reports, Maptitude, and authors’
calculations.
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significant changes in the estimated
gradients are Detroit MI (9.4% in 1994
and 8.5% in 2003) and Philadelphia
PA (10.1% in 1994 and 8.9% in 2003).
Whether we use a single equation to
represent all metropolitan areas or a
separate equation for each city, the
results are the same: the geographic
distribution of branch deposits did
not change significantly between 1994
and 2003 within the 50 most populous
metropolitan areas.

11.3% in 2003 – the same trend but
slightly different values than those
presented in Table 8. In 1994, the
estimates range from 4.1% in
Greensboro-Winston-Salem NC to
20.4% in Miami FL. The estimates
range from 4.1% to 18.9% in 2003,
with the same two cities at the
extremes. Figure 4 shows the change
in gradients (again, using the negative
exponential form) for each of the 50
metropolitan areas. A positive change
implies that the estimated deposit
density function became steeper
between 1994 and 2003. For most
cities the gradient changes very little
over time – the average change in
gradients is only -0.28% – and positive
changes were nearly as common as
negative
changes.
The
only
metropolitan areas with statistically

CONCLUSIONS
The commercial banking industry in
the United States offers a unique
opportunity to study the effects of
regulatory and technological change
on the geography of urban economic
activity. Over a relatively short period
of time, over 50 years of regulatory

Table 8

Deposits-per-Branch Density Functions, Equation (1).Combined data for 50 largests
MSAs.
1994

2003

Difference in
Coefficients

Constant

10.591*
(0.010)

10.337*
(0.010)

-0.254*
(0.014)

Branch Distance to CBD

-0.011*
(0.001)

-0.010*
(0.001)

0.001
(0.001)

0.010

0.001

R2
F-Test , constant
coefficients across years
Number of Observations

359.69*

32,834

41,196

Note. The dependent variable is the natural logarithm of deposits for individual branch banks.
Standard errors are in parentheses. “*” and “**” indicate statistical significance at the 5% level and
10% levels.
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ENDNOTE
The opinions expressed in this study
are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago or
the Federal Reserve System.

restrictions to the geographic growth
of commercial banks were removed.
At around the same time, new
technology
in
communications,
information, and financial markets
increased the ability of banks to
manage
credit
relationships
at
increased
distances
from
bank
headquarters. This study provides a
first step in a larger research agenda
by describing how the geography of
the U.S. banking industry has
changed in response to deregulation
and technological advance.
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Table 9
Deposits-per-Square-Mile Density Functions. Combined data for 50 Largest MSAs.
Negative exponential (2)
Cubic Spline (3)
Difference in
Difference in
1994
2003
1994
2003
Coefficients
Coefficients
Constant

11.163*
(0.043)

11.025*
(0.044)

-0.138*
(0.062)

13.781*
(0.163)

13.877*
(0.170)

0.096
(0.236)

Zip Code
Distance to
CBD

-0.102*
(0.002)

-0.098*
(0.002)

0.005
(0.003)

-1.211*
(0.084)

-1.343*
(0.087)

-0.132
(0.121)

d2/10

1.380*
(0.121)

1.538*
(0.124)

0.159
(0.173)

d3/100

-0.533*
(0.050)

-0.583*
(0.051)

-0.050
(0.072)

(d-10)3x(d>10)

0.649*
(0.066)

0.684*
(0.068)

0.034
(0.095)

(d-20)3x(d>20)

-0.176*
(0.036)

-0.143*
(0.036)

0.033
(0.050)

(d-30)3x(d>30)

0.104*
(0.039)

0.087*
(0.039)

-0.017
(0.056)

(d-40)3x(d>40)

-0.104**
(0.055)

-0.123*
(0.056)

-0.019
(0.079)

(d-50)3x(d>50)

0.137
(0.102)

0.167
(0.104)

0.030
(0.146)

(d-60)3x(d>60)

-0.170
(0.438)

-0.129
(0.467)

0.041
(0.641)

0.427

0.377

R2

0.370

0.326

F-Test ,
constant
coefficients
across years
Number of
Observations

1.432

2.576**

4508

DeYoung, Klier & McMillen

4923

4508

47

4923
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Figure 3
Estimated Gradients
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Figure 4
Change in Estimated Gradients from 1994 to 2003
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ABSTRACT
Recent legislative efforts to protect credit unions against unfavorable
legislation reflect the growing importance of credit unions in the U.S.
financial services sector. Efforts to address new technologies, combined
with deregulation in financial services, have led changes in the field of
membership rules governing how credit unions are chartered and how
they may grow. These regulations have clear geographic implications
for defining communities and for offering financial services and
education to particular segments of the population. This paper briefly
reviews the history of credit unions, then examines the Credit Union
Membership Access Act of 1998 (CUMAA) and the National Credit
Union Administration's (NCUA) interpretation and implementation. A
case study of two Florida locales is used to analyze the changes in
credit union charters and their expansion in the rapidly changing
market. The results point to the possibility that credit union expansion
as currently legislated may be an effective way to insure access to
financial services.
Keywords:
credit union, financial services, community, fields of membership,
regulation
Credit Unions have demonstrated the efficacy of cooperative principles in the
management of the financial affairs of millions of people. . . . The relaxation of
previously restrictive common bond requirements has inevitably brought credit unions
into closer competition with other financial institutions, especially retail banks
(Goddard, et al., 2002)
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Credit unions historically have had
a mystique about them that proves
challenging
for
analytical
techniques to capture:

INTRODUCTION
Cooperative principles have guided
the ideals behind credit unions
since the first societies formed in
Europe to address the disparity in
the access to capital across classes.
Credit
unions
have
proven
adaptable
to
the
changing
economic conditions, positioning
themselves
as
providers
of
economic opportunity, as a way of
providing access to the capitalist
system for the masses. In the
current regulatory climate of
maintaining a separate identity
while offering many of the same
services as banks, credit unions
service an increasingly middleclass clientele. Little research by
geographers
addressing
credit
unions
directly
has
been
articulated. An exception is Fuller’s
(1998) work on the socio-spatial
development of a credit union in
Great Britain.
Most work by
geographers has focused on access
to financial services and exclusion
from such services (Leyshon and
Thrift, 1995; Leyshon, 1995;
Pollard, 1996). Analysis of the U.S.
banking system and savings and
loan industry has attracted the
attention of geographers (Holly,
1987; Warf, 1994). Furthermore,
although
analysis
of
North
American credit unions within the
banking and finance literatures is
well established (Goddard et al.,
2002; Murray and White, 1983;
Reichert, et al, 1994), attention
from social scientists is lacking.
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Credit unions seek to protect the weak,
to save them from the exactions
of usurers. They emphasize voluntary
action, the democratic dream, the
development of latent abilities found in
the common man. These explicit
values are not amenable to economic
analysis, but they cannot be ignored
by anyone who would understand the
credit union (Croteau, 1963.)

However, the credit union today
occupies an interesting place in the
restructured financial services
landscape of the United States, and
is worthy of further study. Just as
banking services have embraced
new technologies, credit unions
have adopted modern technologies
to
enhance
their
service
capabilities. Similarly, the waves of
financial
deregulation
and
heightened
competition
that
facilitated merger after merger in
the banking industry have led to a
decline in the number of credit
unions in operation today, yet have
produced increased membership
(Ferguson and McKillop, 1997;
Credit Union National Association
(CUNA), 2003.) The position of
credit unions in the financial
landscape is a protected one as
well, with the banking industry
lobbying and filing court challenges
to the tax-exempt status of the
cooperative credit union, only to
see legislative action support the
credit
union
industry,
even
enhancing the ability of credit
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union membership fields to expand
both
geographically
and
functionally with few barriers.

union movement were appalled by
the notion of 1200 percent interest
levied on the poorest applicants
(Moody and Fite, 1971) prompting
the cooperative movement to
develop the precursors of the
modern
credit
union.

This paper will briefly examine the
credit union movement’s history,
linking the European origins to the
United States case. Next, we
examine the state of the industry
today by examining trends in the
state of Florida as well as two case
studies to analyze the growth and
change of credit unions in the
state. The case study analysis will
address the strategies of credit
unions in specific locales. The final
section will present conclusions
and further discussion of the
changing credit union landscape.

The
cooperative
movement
developed first in Europe where
the establishment of cooperative
credit institutions, was seen as a
way to reduce poverty and provide
opportunities for business growth
(Melvin, et al., 1977, p. 9.) Two
organizational structures were
established: one strove for a broadbased membership emphasizing
the ideal of economic selfsufficiency, while the other focused
upon urban workers and small
merchants promoting credit unions
grounded in Christian ethics.
(Ferguson and McKillop, 1997.)

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
The
European
cooperative
movements of the mid-1800s saw
the introduction of institutions that
came to be known as credit unions.
A multitude of societal changes
brought on by the transformation
of capitalism during the industrial
revolution fostered the growth of
the idea of individuals working
together to ameliorate the worst
tendencies of capitalism. Credit
(along with most banking services)
was reserved for the wealthy.
However, with greater availability
of
consumer
goods
and
transformations in agricultural
production
processes,
credit
became increasingly necessary for
the middle classes and the poor.
When credit was made available
however, high interest rates and
usury
abounded.
Indeed, early leaders of the credit
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The first successful attempt to
start a credit union in North
America occurred in 1901, with
several
differences
in
the
application of the European ideal
to the North American context.
First, due to the different economic
situation
Canada’s
population
faced,
the
two
European
organizational forms were merged.
Second, European cooperatives
employed unlimited liability for
members but the North American
model rejected this on the grounds
that organization under unlimited
liability would not be successful
due to the individualistic nature of
the citizenry. Importantly, this
would prove to be the standard
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that would apply to credit unions
across North America (Moody and
Fite,
1971.)

masses as to what credit unions
could provide them, primarily an
alternative to loan sharks and note
shavers1. The Great Depression
also hurt the movement by slowing
growth, though by 1932, the
number of credit unions had
actually increased. The asset level
however suffered a sharp decline
($54 million in 1929 to $16 million
in 1932, ibid .)

Efforts to draft a law establishing
credit unions in Massachusetts
began in the early 1900s with the
passage of the Massachusetts
Credit Union Act in 1909 (NCUA,
2003,
www.ncua.gov/about/history.html).
The Massachussetts school worked
to develop credit unions in other
states, to lobby for legislation
authorizing state-chartered credit
unions, and to establish a national
credit union association (the Credit
Union National Extension Bureau,
or CUNEB.) The efforts were
couched in terminology deliberately
non-threatening
to
capitalist
interests, and the movement itself
was a socially conservative one,
often
promoting
fundamental
principles of thrift, self-reliance,
and the education of a new class so
it would embrace capitalism
(Moody and Fite, 1971.)

Federal legislation authorizing
charters was passed in 1934,
allowing credit unions to be
chartered in states lacking state
charter legislation. Efforts to
expand the credit union movement
focused on the development of a
national association that state
credit union leagues could join.
This would provide effective
backing for organizing new credit
unions and greater lobbying power
to resist efforts to change the
legislation governing credit unions,
especially their exclusion from
federal
income
taxes.
This
organization was the Credit Union
National Association (CUNA.)
The special legal status afforded
credit unions caused consternation
in the banking industry, but since
the typical clients of credit unions
were expensive to service (account
balances and activity were low, not
allowing account maintenance to
be cost effective), banks saw little

The growth of credit unions was
hampered though for several
reasons. First, loan sharks and
other suppliers of informal credit
worked to discourage competition.
Second, individual companies that
provided their own version of inhouse cooperative credit saw little
reason to support the movement.
Finally, there was a general lack of
understanding of the differences
between credit unions and other
sorts of financial institutions.
Indeed, many of CUNEB’s early
efforts were aimed at educating the
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Note-shavers existed to determine the value of
various notes intended for payment, such as
credit for crops and various state bank notes, and
levied a percentage fee for their knowledge of
the credit-worthiness of the producer of the note.
This practice applied to state banks as well as to
individuals in the 1800s.
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reason to actively work to
eliminate them. In the post-WWII
boom however, banks moved to
harness
potential
growth
in
consumer loans, a traditional
purview of credit unions. The
industry assault on such non-profit
tax exemptions intensified in the
1950s, as credit unions began to be
a perceived threat to banks and
other financial services companies.
The cooperative nature of the
institutions may have been seen as
socialist practice, as credit unions
were said to undercut the efforts of
for-profit companies. At the same
time, the large debt the US held
from World War II fostered efforts
to close perceived tax loopholes in
many industries. Aided by lobbying
groups representing industries
hostile to cooperatives, legislation
was introduced in Congress to
remove what banking lobbyists
termed an unfair competitive
advantage (Moody and Fite, 1971,
p. 313-4). The response of the
credit
unions
was
that
as
cooperatives,
income
was
distributed back to members as
dividends, and thus was already
taxed at the dividend rate (ibid.,p.
314.) Since then, Congress has
consistently defended credit unions
as an alternative to banks. The
debate over tax-exempt status and
expanding fields of membership
continues today, with court cases
filed
against
credit
unions
successfully limiting credit union
enlargement, only to see action by
Congress restoring the ability of
credit unions to expand their
membership base (for the most
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recent defense, see the Credit
Union Membership Access Act,
1998).
Today, two levels of regulatory
oversight exist in the credit union
industry. The agency in charge of
federal credit unions is the
National
Credit
Union
Administration (NCUA), whose
Administrator and National Credit
Union Board are nominated by the
US President, and confirmed by
the US Senate. NCUA takes an
active role in the chartering of
credit unions—a role very different
from
other
financial
service
regulatory agencies—in addition to
supervising and auditing credit
unions, and insuring credit union
deposits. The establishment of a
federal charter provision was to aid
in the establishment of credit
unions
in
states
lacking
appropriate legislation.
State-chartered credit unions are
regulated either by independent
agencies or as is most often the
case, a banking commissioner’s
office, or in other cases, the agency
overseeing savings and loans (since
1939 only three states have never
had state-chartered credit unions,
Delaware, South Dakota, and
Wyoming, CUNA Long-run Trends,
2003,
www.cuna.org/econ/longrun.html, accessed December 31st,
2003.) Of interest is the difference
between state and federal agencies
with respect to chartering. States
are often not as aggressive as the
National
Credit
Union
Administration in their efforts to
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charter
new
credit
unions.
Furthermore, the states are more
likely to charter credit unions with
residential common bonds, or
disparate groups of employees
(Melvin, et al. 1977, p. 65.) This is
a key point, as critics of credit
unions have pointed to the
changing fields of membership that
have facilitated enlargement of
membership bases, with little
apparent regard to the intent
behind the formation of the credit
union. Credit union proponents
argue that nothing has changed,
and that expansion of membership
is vital to offering similar services
as other financial institutions
while maintaining the not-for-

profit status. Thus, while states
may follow federal legislation
closely when governing credit
unions, the practice of chartering
credit unions varies.
Despite an absolute decline in the
number of credit unions nationally,
accelerated by recent mergers and
the liberalization of field of
membership rules, the number of
members of both state and
federally chartered credit unions
has increased (Figure 1) resulting
in a significant increase in the
average number of members per
CU (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Credit Union Membership (1939-2002).
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Source: www.ncua.gov accessed October, 2003.
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Figure 2. Average number of members
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ideals
of
local,
community
knowledge
within
fields
of
membership,
and
more
importantly, how credit union
members feel about the role of the
credit union, their relationship
with it, and the community at large
(see Heenan and McLaughlin,
2002). One of the purported
advantages
of
credit
union
operation was the idea that
research costs were low for loans
because the tapping of networks of
social capital allowed for lower
costs of service provision (see Li, et
al 2001 for a discussion of social
capital and community in financial
services.) This certainly would be
true for smaller credit unions
focused upon one or two factories or
associations. The credit unions

SPACE, COMMUNITY, AND
FIELDS OF MEMBERSHIP
Of interest to the authors is the
spatial pattern of credit unions
during this time of deregulation
and adoption of new technologies.
The founders of the credit union
movements did not envision
challenging
the
system,
but
providing help to those without
access to traditional service that
would under-gird consumption for
the masses. Today, the variance in
credit union size and assets lends
credence to the claims of banking
associations that credit unions are
subsidized banks. The local ideals
of the credit unions’ early history
have been shaped by waves of
deregulation and technological
innovation. These challenge the
Purcell and Cobb
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profiled in our study shows that
this may no longer be the case.
The use of information technology
in financial services (Kellerman,
2002; Warf, 1995) and greater
societal acceptance of it in financial
life has forced credit unions to
adopt technology at high costs,
fostering a logic focused on
expanding membership bases, to
pay for needed technology services
and more varied financial services.
As Table 1 demonstrates (next
page), provision of computer
services to members increases with
the assets of the credit union.

slow, incremental approach to
growth. The ability to grow via
spatial
field
of
membership
definitions
becomes
a
clear
strategy
that
credit
unions
employed after the Credit Union
Membership Access Act (hereafter,
CUMAA) as our cases will
demonstrate. The US Supreme
Court ruled in a 1998 suit that the
expansion of the credit union fields
of membership was in violation of
the federal legislation, with a
narrow interpretation of what
constituted a legitimate expansion
in the field of membership. The
case against the NCUA (NCUA v.
First National Bank & Trust Co. et
al, 1998) quickly garnered a
legislative
response. The
U.S.
Congress
immediately
drafted
legislation to protect the right of
expansion in fields of membership,
within
specific
guidelines,
including the use of a priori
geographic boundaries to expand
fields of membership. Title I of HR
1151, or CUMAA, defines three
types of common bond membership
field categories for federally
chartered credit unions: single
common-bond, multiple commonbond and community credit unions.

Responses to increasing market
dominance by large banks would
seem to necessitate a scalar
expansion of activities by smaller
firms
in
order
to
remain
competitive through growth in
assets and potential clients, though
not without resistance to such
imperatives (Argent, 2002, pp 329331.) The same has occurred with
credit unions. The decline in the
number of credit unions can be
attributed to a wave of mergers as
credit unions attempt to expand
their member bases. This is a
logical response as credit unions
seek to strengthen their position
vis-à-vis banks, as what remains
are, in theory, stronger, diversified
credit
unions
with
broader
membership
bases
able
to
withstand sectoral declines in local
economies that would weaken the
institutions. However, as noted
above, historically, growth in fields
of membership was usually limited
to specific groups of employees, a
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In addition, expansion of a
membership field requires NCUA
approval. These changes reflect the
role of multiple stakeholders
reacting to rapid technological
changes and attendant impacts on
competition
within
particular
financial
services
sectors.
Politicians did not wish to alienate
the populist credit union
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Table 1. Credit Unions and Technology
Size of Credit Union Assets

Percent with a Web Site

Percent with Banking via
PC

$0-.2 million

0.0

0.0

$.2-.5 million

2.6

0.0

$.5-1 million

2.9

0.0

$1-2 million

5.2

1.8

$2-5 million

18.2

6.2

$5-10 million

36.9

17.2

$10-20 million

62.9

35.1

$20-50 million

85.2

62.3

$50-100 million

94.2

85.3

$100-200 million

97.7

93.3

$200-500 million

98.7

98.0

$500 million +

100.0

98.7

All Credit Unions

49.9

35.8

Source: Credit Union Report 2003. http://cuna.org/download/curepj03.

increasing the base of potential
members, and the flow of capital
into the credit union. While this is
not a typical application of the
term
‘spatial
fix”
(See
Schoenberger, 2004 on defining the
term) as credit unions are not
profit-seeking institutions in the
normal sense, they seek rent from
defined fields of membership which
of course have spatialities of their
own. In the current regulatory
environment, reflective of changes
in the political economy of financial
services, credit unions expand
fields of membership to increase
capital flows into the institution

movement, with its millions of members
and possible voters. Thus, the CUMAA
legislation was the codification of a
regulatory attitude held by the NCUA,
with its mandate to promote credit union
growth. Previous rounds of economic
restructuring weakened credit unions
that relied on common employment
bonds for membership. Allowing
expansion using a priori defined spaces
enlarged potential membership bases
more quickly than along employment
lines.
This expansion, supported by state
and federal regulatory agencies, is
a form of spatial fix (Harvey, 1982)
in that spatial expansion is key to
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and then produce profits from this
capital in the form of loans to
members, which are then returned
to the owners in the form of higher
interest rates on savings or
reduced loan rates.

challenge cooperative financial
services, culminating with clashes
in front of regulators that play out
at both federal and state scales.
EXPANDING THE FIELDS OF
MEMBERSHIP
Most federal credit unions operate
under one of three types of
charters: single common bond
(related
to
occupation
or
association membership), multiple
common bond (the charter covers
multiple groups that would qualify
as
single
common
bond
relationships but elect to unify to
form
a
credit
union),
and
community (geographically defined
area
of
service.)
Geographic
descriptors are often used to
describe the field of membership
for common bond and multiple
common bond charters, but are not
part of a limiting factor in these
charters. It is generally assumed
that if a charter is granted for a
single common bond, the facilities
serving the membership are in the
same geographic location of the
people served (if an occupational
bond, near the plant or office.) The
same status is assumed for CUs
having multiple common bonds:

Unlike the waves of retrenchment
seen in the banking industry,
replete with abandonment of
offices and services and a shift
toward
computerized
banking
(Leyshon
and
Thrift,
1997,
Leyshon and Pollard, 2000), the
credit union industry achieves
growth of profits (returned to
members as dividends) through
expansion of the membership base
in ways that approximate the free
range of banks.
Credit unions
(especially larger ones, as noted in
this
paper)
employ
similar
technologies to lower account
service costs.
This expansion as discussed below,
is interesting in that while a priori
spatial definitions are deployed,
one should not assume universality
in the process. The regulations
define how expansion may occur,
but it is likely that efforts to
cream-skim, (taking on accounts
from the wealthiest segments of a
given population) are underway. As
we point out below, the expansion
of credit union spaces via
community definitions incorporates
places that are often significantly
poorer than those the credit unions
themselves are located in. Such
expansion is the sort of behavior
that raises the ire of the banking
industry and leads to efforts to
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Additionally, these groups must be in
reasonable proximity of the credit
union. That is, the groups must be
within the service area of one of the
credit union’s service facilities... A
federal credit union’s service area is the
area that can reasonably be served by
the service facilities accessible to the
groups within the field of membership.
The service area will most often
coincide with that geographic area
primarily served by the service facility.
Additionally, groups served by the
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equivalent or any contiguous
subdivisions contained therein, and
if the population of the requested
well-defined area does not exceed
300,000,” (NCUA, 2001, p. 247.) Communities can encompass
multiple
counties
but
the
population
threshold
actually
decreases to 200,000 (ibid .)

credit union must have access to the
service facility (NCUA, 2001, p. 2-31.)

The problem facing regulators is
how
to
define
reasonable
proximity, a definition that could
be delimited in terms of absolute
distance, time to travel to a service
facility, or convenience. These
regulations
become
more
problematic when the number of
CUs offering online financial
transactions is increasing. Service
centers termed ‘shared facilities’
are used by multiple credit unions
in order to expand their geographic
area of service in response to
residential movements of the
membership. Suburbanization has
forced CUs to respond, fostering a
form of spatial fix (and cooperation
across CUs) in order to comply with
regulatory guidelines.

Further complicating the picture is
the type of evidence the NCUA
regulators will accept as the
definition of ‘community’. Having a
regional newspaper, a single major
trade area, or, single governmental
facility is considered appropriate
evidence (see Table 2 next page,
NCUA, 2001, p. 2-46, 2-49.) No
rationale is given for the arbitrary
population
guidelines
for
community outside of the notion
that a county with 300,000 in
population will have “sufficient
interaction
and/or
common
interests to meeting community
charter requirements,” (NCUA,
2001,
2-47.)
For
chartering
purposes the NCUA guidelines,
therefore provide some flexibility in
definitions of community.

Guidelines for community charters
employ a number of concepts,
including the term “community,”
whose definitions are indeed
flexible:
Community charters must be based on
“a well-defined local community,
neighborhood, or rural district.” NCUA
policy is to limit the community to a
single, geographically well-defined area
where individuals have common
interests or interact (NCUA, 2001, p. 246.)

Historically, the single commonbond credit unions focused on a
single industrial plant, or a single
industry in a locale. However,
recurring waves of economic
restructuring, with the attendant
plan closures and offshoring of
production, led to the liquidation of
many insolvent credit unions with
such narrow fields of membership.
Regulatory
efforts
were
undertaken in the 1980s to prevent

The NCUA acknowledges the
multiple
factors
involved
in
defining the meaning of local
community, thus, there are a
number of limits imposed. A
proposed community must exist
within a “recognized single political
jurisdiction, a county or its political
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the liquidation of CUs due to
regional
downturns
in
the
restructuring economy (Muckian,
2003.)
Multiple
common-bond
credit unions generally have a
stronger member base, while
community credit unions are
focused on all residents in defined
geographic areas, though CUMAA’s
text uses the term ‘local’ (without
definition) to emphasize legislative
intent
to
restrict
regulatory
interpretation (see Committee on
Banking and Financial Services,
106-1, 1999 for a clash of
legislative and regulatory views of
CUMAA.)

original
rationale.
Charter
conversion is allowed with many
conversions
to
‘community’
in recent years. Such conversions
are a point of contention for the
banking and finance industries, for
these put CUs in competition with
banks directly for certain segments
of the market.
Expanding membership bases and
services that approximate the
banking industries, in combination
with lower fees and interest rates
for borrowers, continue to attract
members to credit unions (Hazard,
2003.)
As one credit union
manager put it, he loved the
continual mergers of the banks, as
it drove people to the credit union,
especially those seeking some local
identity or level of service that

From inception, the CU movement
has emphasized the local nature of
CUs, but restructuring in the
financial industry has forced credit
unions to perhaps undercut their

Table 2. Evidence of Community for NCUA Community Charters
Defined political
jurisdictions

Data on flows in a
trade area.

Newspapers and other
periodicals published
for or about the area

Maps designating
the area served.

List of shared
facilities (schools,
police and fire
stations, school
district, public
utilities.)

Lists of organizations
and clubs in
community area.

Common
Documentation
characteristics and
demonstrating the
backgrounds of
area is a community
residents (income,
where individuals
religious affiliation,
have common
primary ethnic
interest or interact.
groups, age, etc.)
Source: Source: National Credit Union Administration, (2001) Chartering and Field of
Membership Manual. pp. 2-46, 2-49.
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customers felt banks were not
providing. With the trend the data
reveals,
the
simultaneous
expansion in membership with the
decline in credit unions, one is left
to wonder if the same may happen
to credit unions.

would be expected with over 6%
($32 billion) of all U.S. credit union
assets under management in the
U.S. (stateworkers and university
faculty, staff, and students.) Over
29% of Tallahassee’s workforce are
state employees with the next
largest sector of employment being
transportation, trade and utilities
at 14% of the workforce.

Loosened
regulations
allowing
limited commercial banking has
provoked a strong reaction from
banks (Berg, 2002), calling for
more regulatory oversight for
credit unions. Thus, the regulatory
relief credit unions enjoy may
foster more and more bank-like
behavior, and may cause problems
for the industry. The next section
probes the issue of credit unions
‘locality’, with considerations to the
scale of their activities, the changes
in their charters, and the services
provided in two specific local
contexts.

The second largest employer after
the state of Florida with 25, 204
employees
is
Florida
State
University
at
8,784.
The
Tallahassee MSA has a limited
industrial base and only 4% of the
workforce is employed in financial
services. Tallahassee MSA was
selected to illustrate processes
occurring in the predominantly
rural context.
Jacksonville is much larger than
Tallahassee in terms of population,
and has a more diverse economy
than that of Tallahassee being
home to two large naval bases,
three universities, and several
large hospitals. The Jacksonville
metropolitan
area
(including
Duval, and parts of Nassau, and
Baker counties) was selected to
illustrate changing patterns and
priorities in the urban context. The
Jacksonville metropolitan area is
the 55th largest in the U.S. with a
relatively young population when
compared to the rest of Florida’s
large cities (median age is 36).

THE FLORIDA CASES
Florida is home to a diverse array
of credit unions, differing in
charter, size, services, and extent
of membership fields. Table 3
shows that 257 credit unions are
licensed to operate in Florida 2,
which is approximately 2.6% of all
credit unions in the U.S. Florida
credit unions have over 4 million
members, which is just over 5% of
all credit union members in the
country. The asset base of Florida
credit unions is slightly larger than
2

Currently there are 9688 federally insured
credit unions in the U.S. with approximately 81
million members and total assets of over $557
billion
(http://ncua.gov/ref/statistics/yearend2002.pdf).
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Table 3. Credit Unions in Florida
JACKSONVILLE TALLAHASSEE
FLORIDA
MSA
MSA
Population
15,928,378
1,157,812
284,539
CUs
237
22
16
Assets ($)
32,116,632,248
5,081,229,286
3,730,214,234
Members
4,126,949
660,734
123,749
Assets/member ($)
7,782
7,990
30,143
Source: www.ncua.gov,www.census.gov, author calculations

The financial, professional and
business services sectors comprise
over 25% of the workforce, which is
slightly larger than the trade,
transportation and utilities sector
(Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2002).
The U.S. Navy is by far the largest
employer in the region with over
45,000 employees and other large
employers include the banking and
insurance sectors.

unusual) difference in the average
assets under management per
member ($7,690 in Jacksonville
compared
to
$30,143
in
Tallahassee). This difference can
be accounted for by the fact that
one Credit Union based in
Tallahassee (SouthEast Corporate
CU) is a clearing-house for other
credit unions services and had a
disproportionate amount of assets
when compared to members--$7
millions in assets per member
compared to the more usual figure
of
approximately
$7000
per
member.

Table
3
shows
that
the
Jacksonville MSA has population
of over 1.1 million which is four
times as large as the Tallahassee
MSA. Jacksonville has more credit
unions (22 compared to 16) and five
times as many CU members
(660,734 compared to 123,749).
The levels of assets under
management, however, are much
closer with the Jacksonville credit
unions having less than half as
much again when compared to the
Tallahassee credit unions ($5.1
billion compared to $3.7 billion).
The biggest surprise in the case
study area profiles is the large (and
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Figure 3 (below) shows amount of
assets under management and
number of members for each of the
twenty-two credit unions located in
the Jacksonville area. It is
immediately apparent that one
large credit union dominates the
market in Jacksonville—this is
VyStar (figure 3, #21) with over
$2.6 billion in assets and over
300,000 members.
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Figure 3. Jacksonville Case: Assets and Assets per member.
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Source: www.ncua.gov, www.fcul.com, author calculations.
NOTE: The outlier Navy Federal Credit Union with over $19 billion assets and 2.4
million members was omitted from this analysis because it has no geographical fields of
membership.
Vystar’s level of $9000 in assets
per member is higher than the
average of $7000 in the region.
VyStar (formerly known as Jax
Navy Federal Credit Union) was
federally chartered in 1952 at the
Jacksonville Naval Air Station and
served military and civil service
employees and their families.
Concurrent with liberalization of
membership regulations, today
VyStar one of the largest CUs in
the country and the largest statechartered CU in Florida providing
services to people living or working
in thirteen counties in Northeast
Florida (figure 4).
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The median household income of
the VyStar field of membership
illustrates a core-periphery pattern
with lower household incomes in
counties furthest away from the
Duval/Clay/St Johns core (figure 5).
VyStar has 18 branch locations and
101 ATM locations in Northeast
Florida and plans to expand
aggressively throughout the state
of Florida. The switch from state to
federal charter in 2001 was seen as
a mechanism to facilitate growth
believing that the impediments to
grow geographically would be less
than if the CU was federally
chartered. This decision proved
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Figure 4. VyStar Field of Membership

Source: Credit Union By-Law Amendments filed with State of Florida, Department of
Financial Services, Office of Financial Regulation. Obtained October 16, 2003.

correct at least in the short term as,in
2003, Vystar’s total membership
increased by 7.9% and total assets
increased by 9% over the previous year.
Furthermore, VyStar has recently
approved a $125 million project to
expand the branches in Northeast
Florida. (VyStar Credit Union Annual
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Report, 2003). A different picture
emerges in the Tallahassee market
(Figure 6). Florida Commerce, the CU
with the greatest assets (over $170
million) has the second largest number
of members in the region at
approximately 28,000 (figure 6, #7).
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Figure 5. Household income for Counties in VyStar Credit Union Field of
Membership

Source: U.S. Census, 2000
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Figure 6. Tallahassee Case: Assets and Assets per member
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NOTE: The outlier Southeast Corporate Credit Union with over $2.9 billion assets and 436
members was omitted from this analysis because members are corporations, not individuals.
Southeast Corporate is a wholesale supplier of investment, item processing & imaging,
correspondent services and liquidity solutions to other credit unions.

Commerce Credit Union Annual
Report, 2003.

The Tallahassee market is obviously
much smaller market than the
Jacksonville
market.
Florida
Commerce was established in 1940
for employees and families of the
Florida Industrial Commission
(later renamed as the Florida
Department of Commerce). Florida
Commerce CU (FCCU) changed
from a federal charter to a state
chartered institution in 1997 and
now can serve anyone living or
working in six North Florida
counties (figure 7). The largest CU
in the Tallahassee area is much
smaller than Jacksonville’s VyStar,
employing 85, with 6 branches and
5 ATMs.
Again, the field of
membership
shows
a
coreperiphery pattern with growth
extending over time from the core
(city of Tallahassee). Household
income for the region also exhibits
a pattern showing greatest wealth
in the core area and lower income
levels in the surrounding counties
(figure 8). As in the case of
Jacksonville’s Vystar, FCCU’s field
of
membership
includes
the
Tallahassee MSA as the core, but
reaches out to areas in which there
is substantial migration-to-work in
Tallahassee. Similarly to VyStar,
FCCU’s decision to switch from a
federal to a state charter proved to
be a wise one as, in 2003, FCCU’s
total membership increased by 5%
and total assets increased by 13%
over the previous year. (Florida
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DISCUSSION AND
CONCLUSIONS
In both cases, we see credit unions
that started with a federal charter
with fields of membership defined
by employment status, clearly a
common bond association reflective
of the credit union tradition.
VyStar,
with
its
field
of
membership greatly expanded from
military ties, may have grown with
the retirement of naval personnel
as they scattered throughout the
region.
This particular credit union, with a
field of membership encompassing
12 counties and over a million
potential members, presents a
clear challenge to the banks in the
area. In Tallahassee FCCU also
resembles VyStar in geographic
area, expanding to encompass an
area exceeding the MSA the
institution is based in.
The expansion of the fields of
membership appear to be aimed at
strengthening the financial health
of the credit unions examined, yet
both would appear vulnerable to
downturns in the economy.
Tallahassee’s dependence on state
government
and
university
employment are subject to the
whims
of
politicians,
while
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Figure 7. Florida Commerce Field of Membership

Source: Credit Union By-Law Amendments filed with State of Florida, Department of
Financial Services, Office of Financial Regulation. Obtained October 16, 2003.

Jacksonville’s dominant firms in
the services sector, such as
banking, call centers, health care
and logistics are likely not as
insulated from economic downturn
as the community would hope.

stepping into a void left by banks
and other financial institutions is
beyond the scope of this paper, but
such moves to offer services to
areas abandoned or underserved by
banks meshes well with credit
unions’ historic goals. However, if
tactics adopted by banks are
deployed by credit unions in order
to recruit the wealthiest members,
there is a mismatch between the
historic mission of the credit union
and current marketing strategies.

What one should note is the
theoretical inclusiveness of the
credit union expansions examined
here. By 2003 entire counties that
were highly varied in average
household income levels were
included
in
the
fields
of
membership. Whether this can be
seen as the credit union movement
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Figure 8. Household Income for Florida Commerce Field of Membership

Source: U.S. Census, 2000.

We cannot say if the expansion of
the fields of membership are based
on the historic mission of credit unions,
or are based solely on concerns of
financial health for the institutions. What
we see in this study are the signs of
credit unions, while officially limited in
the area they serve, competing on similar
terms to—at the least—regionally
focused banks. Despite their claims to
the contrary, credit unions are
increasingly becoming harder to
distinguish from banks in many aspects
of service, but conversely, with the
commitment made to insure anyone in
the fields of membership access to loans
and low- fee financial services, remain
distinctly un-bank like.
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It is clear that establishing broader
definitions of membership to
encompass entire regions is itself a
form of Harvey’s spatial fix. In this
case, we see a change in space via
forms of legislation in combination
with regulatory interpretation.
Instead of globalizing production to
exploit lower wage labor and other
particularities of a locale, for credit
unions the imperative is to expand
the base of potential capital upon
which to improve the facilities and
services offered, thus making the
credit union more attractive to the
expanded market available for
membership.
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Such strategies underscore the
highly contextual nature of credit
unions vis-à-vis banks. At a time
when a reduction in bank branches
is occurring, the opposite is
occurring in the credit union
industry.
The approval of
expansion requests requires the
credit union prove it can serve the
field of membership. Technology
such as online banking and the
development of shared service
centers will challenge traditional
definitions of adequate member
service, making it less traditionally
spatial.
Is such expansion an
answer for issues raised by
Leyshon and Thrift (1995) and
Pollard (1996) regarding equitable
access to financial infrastructure?
If so, expanded definitions of fields
of membership are a positive
development in terms of access for
those left behind during the
restructuring of banks. However, it
remains to be seen if credit union
policies will be truly inclusive of
market
segments
that
are
expensive to serve, or concentrate
on attracting wealthy members
from surrounding counties.

will
explore
the
apparent
contradiction between the local
identity of credit unions and the
drive for fostering geographic
expansion while simultaneously
providing potential service to those
that banks have left behind,
addressing the pressing question in
the
literature
on
financial
exclusion.
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ABSTRACT
We analyze the effects of the 09/11 attacks on Wall Street as a geographical
cluster of financial service providers. We point out that 09/11 has served as a
catalyst for an already ongoing trend of relocation in the industry. The
financial district ‘Wall Street’ has been superseded by a broader
agglomeration that includes Midtown Manhattan and possibly even parts of
New Jersey (Greater Wall Street pattern). The paper discusses the challenges
that 09/11 has set for financial services companies in reducing risk and
optimizing their information flows by adapting geographical organization
patterns and making best use of costly technologies. The effects of 09/11 are
put into a wider context of driving forces of change that include technological
changes as well as the broader economic situation and its influence on the
industry.
Keywords: economic geography, financial services industry, New York City,
financial district, terrorist attack
INTRODUCTION

The terrorist attack on the World
Trade Center on September 11, 2001
led to a shake-up of the financial
services industry, which was the
major industry situated in the area
around the World Trade Center in
Lower Manhattan.1

1

We use Lower Manhattan and Downtown
Manhattan interchangeably. Wall Street is part of
Lower Manhattan, but stands for a smaller part
of the city that represents the core of New York’s
financial district. Downtown Manhattan is
understood as district 1 of Manhattan, which is
the area south of Canal Street and west of Baxter
Street. Midtown Manhattan is understood to be
the 5th district, which is south of Central Park
and 59th Street, east of 8th Ave., north of 14th
The Industrial Geographer, Volume 2, Issue 1, pp.72-93

The financial services industry has
long been a sector for which
concentration in few global financial
centers was taken for granted: New
York, London, Tokyo, Singapore, Hong
Kong, Frankfurt, with different
positions in the global hierarchy of
financial centers. Some, but not all
financial services centers are or were
in
the
past
condensed
into
concentrated districts within global
cities, such as the City of London or
Wall
Street.
Although
new
technologies may have rendered
proximity less important, the high
importance of partly uncodified
street and west of Lexington Ave (New York
City Government definition).
©2004 Pohl
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information and the reliance on expert
skills have still made the financial
services industry a good candidate for
continuing concentration. Awareness
of the costs of agglomeration in terms
of traffic congestion and high rents
has long been present, but did not
seem strong enough to reverse the
attraction of core districts in major
cities, even if ancillary and back-office
services were often driven out of
centers. Mainly due to intangible
benefits of agglomeration, the idea of
the financial district and other
clusters is well alive in academic
writing. Indeed, it sometimes seemed
that the notion of the financial district
as an information center was more
persistent in academic views on the
geography of finance than in the
minds of practitioners.

organization of the financial services
sector, how the financial services
industry has reacted to the events and
whether we can observe more general
temporary or permanent changes in
the geography of finance. We also
raise the possibility that the 09/11
shocks have emphasized an already
existing pattern of relocation and
served as a catalyst for change in the
geographical organization of the
financial services sector. We will call
the pattern that we find “Greater Wall
Street”,
a
more
decentralized
geography of Wall Street, which
however still concentrates in the New
York area. We will finally ask how far
such reorganization changes the way
the industry operates, in particular
when it comes to companies’ ability to
collect, process, interpret, and use
information efficiently. The length of
the paper will, however, only allow a
brief discussion of these implications.
In general, we point out that the 09/11
shock has to be interpreted against
the background of other relevant
changes
including
the
general
economic situation, the consolidation
of the financial services industry as
well as technological changes.

In a sense, 09/11 serves as a
laboratory test to investigate the
gravity that keeps companies in the
old center in times when new
technologies have decreased the
importance of geographical proximity.
Although wars, earthquakes and
terrorist attacks have caused major
damage to cities in the past, the
tragedy of 09/11 was unprecedented
given the narrow geographical target
and the boldness of the attack, the
extent of the damage and the focus of
the attack on one particular industry.
It seems fair to say that the events
have triggered a rethinking of the
geographical organization of the
financial services industry worldwide
and they have raised academic
attention expressed in efforts to reevaluate the importance and future of
the financial district.

The data we use to establish our
conclusions
come
from
reports
published by real estate companies,
reports published by other interest
groups, manifold news sources that
analyzed the reactions of companies or
the industry as a whole immediately
after the attack and in the coming
year as well as interviews with
industry insiders. We integrate those
data into the existing literature on
financial clustering as well as
conclusions from ongoing discussions
among practitioners. It has to be
pointed out that understanding the
geography of the financial services

In this paper, we ask whether 09/11
has triggered a search for new
patterns
in
the
geographical
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sector is a challenging task due to the
high complexity of operations often
managed under the roof of one
company, which makes it necessary to
not only ask where companies are
located, but also which operations are
performed in which locations. The
latter is, unfortunately, information
that is not easily accessible and would
probably require case studies.

relevant,
other
reasons
for
concentration
that
are
usually
mentioned are information-related
and include the close interaction and
exchange of non-codifiable information
needed to organize joint transactions
like loan syndication, the overall
spillover of information that is likely
to be possible in narrowly defined
agglomerations, and better access to
talent
and
specialized
services
(Immergluck 2001, O hUallachain &
Reid 1992; Porteous 1999). Some,
though not all of these reasons for the
existence of a financial district, are
likely to be weakened in times of new
information technologies. Others, such
as localized information spillovers,
may appeal to intuitive thinking, but
have proven difficult to validate
empirically. Robbins and Terleckyi
(1960
p.
173)
describe
the
concentration
of
the
securities
industry in Lower Manhattan for the
‘50s:
The characteristic benefits of faceto-face
communication
appear
unusually strong: the securities
brokers and dealers find it helpful
to be near the country’s two
dominant
exchanges,
banking
facilities, and transfer agents; they
enjoy the benefits of participating in
underwriting meetings, professional
lunches, and business discussions;
they can participate in – or at least
be continually in touch with – the
money-market core that shapes the
swiftly changing stream of prices.
That is why some 430 of the 459
New York Stock Exchange firms
that in 1956 had their offices in the
Region were located in Manhattan
below Chambers Street…2

EMPIRICAL PICTURE
THE SITUATION BEFORE 09/11
Lower Manhattan’s main industrial
clusters before 09/11 were the
financial industry, communications
and business services, accounting,
insurance, law and publishing firms.
But above all, the securities industry
was strongly concentrated in the area.
Built in 1970, the World Trade Center
had hosted more than 430 companies
from 28 countries that employed an
estimated 50,000 people. The financial
services industry was the sector that
was hit hardest in terms of human
losses.
The Lower Manhattan area is host to
the New York Stock Exchange and
five other exchanges as well as
clearing houses and a number of
suppliers to the financial services
industry. For decades, the name of the
street where the New York Stock
Exchange is located has been the
symbol for the industry operating
there. In Wall Street’s early times,
there was little doubt that certain
parts of the financial services industry
would have to be located in a narrowly
defined area around the stock
exchange, as long as the business was
paper-based (trade and quote data for
the NYSE were only fully automated
in 1966). While this is no longer
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It would be misleading to assume that
new technologies were the only
relevant trend impacting the business
2

Chambers Street is south of Canal Street, which
we used for our definition of Lower Manhattan.
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composition of the Wall Street area
and the organization of the financial
services industry itself. Another
important influence is certainly that
the financial services industry has
changed rapidly during the last
decade, in terms of the instruments it
uses, its global expansion and above
all the increasing importance of few
bulge bracket players.3 Traditionally,
the idea of the financial district
seemed
more
related
to
the
predominance of smaller companies
that shared certain tangible and nontangible infrastructures. The reference
to small company patterns in cluster
theories seems to be a general trend
into
which
large
multinational
companies could often not be
integrated easily.

(since 1973) had already moved their
headquarters before September 11,
2001.6 Leonhard (2001) claims that
the move out of Lower Manhattan had
started as early as the ‘50s, when the
first major non-financial companies
moved to Midtown, which were then
followed by some of the large
investment banks. This trend was
reinforced by the construction of
modern office buildings in Midtown
Manhattan, which had before been a
mostly residential area. Among large
financial firms with headquarters in
Lower Manhattan on 09/11 were
Goldman Sachs, Merrill Lynch,
Lehman Brothers and American
Express. Many of the other major
securities firms were present in Lower
Manhattan, but not with their
headquarter functions.7 Other Wall
Street residents were small- to
medium-sized firms as well as foreign
financial institutions. The appendix of
this paper includes a map of Lower
Manhattan and Midtown Manhattan.

While Wall Street has long stood for
the largest cluster of financial services
companies in the U.S., we would be
mistaken to assume that that meant
that all major companies were
headquartered in Lower Manhattan
until September 2001. Prior to that,
decentralization had started and a lot
of companies had moved to Midtown
Manhattan in particular (Leonhard
2001; Smith & Kelly 2002). Companies
like Bear Stearns (since 1988), JP
Morgan Chase (since 1996/ 2001)4,
Citigroup (1961), Donaldson, Lufkin &
Jenrette5 (1996) and Morgan Stanley

Therefore, the pre-09/11 picture of
Wall
Street
should
not
be
misunderstood as a situation where all
the major players in the financial
services industry had most or all of
their higher-level decision-making
functions located at Wall Street.
Scholarly work often assumes that
information-sensitive activities tend to
cluster, while back-office functions are
the first to leave such places that are
often also high-cost locations. Some of
the clustering at Wall Street may in
fact have been related to inertia

3

The term ‘bulge bracket’ refers to the biggest of
the full-service investment banks. Traditionally,
the term is also used for the firms in an
underwriting syndicate who were responsible for
placing the largest amounts of the issue with
investors. Their names usually appear first in the
advertisement showing the details of the
securities issue.
4
JP Morgan moved its headquarters in 2001,
Chase had already moved in 1996. The two
merged later.
5
Later to be acquired by CSFB.
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See DeYoung & Klier 2004 for an analysis of
headquarter locations in the financial services
industry.
7
Despite the fact that Morgan Stanley has its
headquarters in Midtown Manhattan, it was the
biggest tenant in the World Trade Center.
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rather than information-intensiveness
of
activities.
The
fact
that
agglomerations – once they have been
created – tend to display a certain
level of inertia has been recognized in
the literature on urban economics:

Board 2003). Over 13 million square
feet of class-A space were completely
destroyed in the attack (table 1). All of
this space belonged to the seven World
Trade Center Buildings. Another
14,362,542 sf of class-A space were
damaged in nearby buildings. This
included space in the buildings of the
World Financial Center among others.
Sixteen buildings only had minor
damages. Estimates by the insurance
industry were as high as $40 bn in
terms of claims for property, life and
other insurance.

Once a city is formed, the cost-benefit
calculations that led to its creation may
no longer be relevant. This is because
the existence of the city is in itself a
reason for its persistence. In particular,
the level of cost that could lead a city to
erode is generally far higher than the
costs sufficient to discourage city
formation in the first place. In short,
there is an agglomeration rent: once
workers and firms are in a city, costs
and
conditions
can
deteriorate
substantially without tempting them to
leave. (Harrigan & Martin 2002 p. 99)

Immediately after the attack, some of
the companies without decentralized
backup facilities and with sensitive
operations in the area experienced
major
disturbances
in
their
operations, among other things in the
form of trade-processing delays.

A
similar
argumentation
is
appropriate for financial centers,
although change at Wall Street may
actually have occurred faster than
perceived by parts of the academic
community. In so far as this selfdriving agglomeration is based on the
presence of a critical mass of agents,
we argue that the reverse – an exodus
– may follow when a cluster has lost
its critical mass.

THE IMMEDIATE
AFTER 9/11

A number of companies faced the
immediate need to relocate their
people. Moreover, the collapse of the
twin towers had destroyed a major
telephone
switching
office
and
damaged a second, both of them
operated by the same provider. The
American Stock Exchange had to use
the headquarters of the NYSE and
temporarily traded its stocks at the
New York Stock Exchange and its
options at the Philadelphia Stock
Exchange. NASDAQ, being an entirely
electronic
exchange,
suffered
telecommunications problems that
created difficulties in connecting
trading firms with the exchange. This
led later on to discussions how far
exchanges could use each other as
backup facilities and how far special
backup sites had to be built. Moreover,
it took significant time until the
transportation system in the area
returned to smooth operations.

SITUATION

The Federal Reserve Board in an
interagency paper with the Securities
Industries Association and the Office
of the Comptroller of the Currency
describes the events of 09/11 as a
“wide-scale disruption”, “an event that
causes a severe disruption or
destruction
of
transportation,
telecommunications, power, or other
critical infrastructure components
across a metropolitan or other
geographic area” (Federal Reserve
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employment, New York City’s share
has been declining throughout the ‘90s
from 36% in 1987 to 21% in 2001.
These data suggest a general loss of
competitiveness for New York State
and City independently from 09/11
and
most
likely
only
minor
employment losses to states like New
Jersey due to 09/11. They also clearly
show a sharp decrease in employment
just after the terrorist attack (Bram,
Orr & Rapaport 2002). However, they
do not help us understand location
choices within New York City. This
small-scale analysis is necessary to
understand the implications of 09/11
for the financial district as a confined
part of Manhattan.

SHORT-AND
MEDIUM-TERM
RELOCATIONS
Data by the Securities Industry
Association (2003) show that 217,000
people were employed in the New
York State Securities Industry in
2000, an all time high. In 2001, this
number had fallen to 184,000 (from
208,000 to 183,000 from September
2001 to October 2001) and 180,000 in
2002. The numbers for New York City
were 200,000 in 2000, 167,000 in 2001
(with a fall from 191,000 to 166,000
between September and October 2001,
which is about the same as in the
middle of the ‘90s) and 165,000 in
2002. These data indicate a loss of
25,000 jobs for New York City directly
after 09/11. New Jersey has actually
seen a long-term increase in securities
employment from 19,500 in 1990 to
61,400 in 2001 and 55,500 in 2002, but
the Securities Industry Association
reports that the dislocations after
09/11 have “reversed themselves
within months” (SIA 2003 p. 7), while
tax and real-estate incentives may
have played a larger role (SIA 2004).
Relative to total securities industry

In 2001, McKinsey estimated that the
World Trade Center disaster had
dislocated more than 50,000 financial
service
employees
from
Lower
Manhattan, many of which had found
new locations in Midtown Manhattan,
but 19,000 of which had also moved
into office space outside of New York
City, primarily to New Jersey, which
may reflect the temporary relocation
effect described above. Most of the

Table 1: Damaged and destroyed buildings, class-A space
Destroyed buildings

World Trade Center 1-7: 13,420,045 sf

Damaged buildings

One Liberty Plaza: 2,121,437 sf
140 Broadway: 1,200,000 sf
World Financial Center 1-4: 8,400,019 sf
1 Bankers Trust Plaza: 1,415,086 sf
101 Barclay Street: 1,226,000 sf

Source: TenantWise 2002b
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movement immediately after the
attack was inevitable, at least on a
temporary basis, as major buildings
had been destroyed or damaged.
Companies
temporarily
relocated
some of their employees into hotels.
Some had to work from home.
Newmark (2001) reports that 66% of
the companies that relocated in fall/
winter 2001 went to Midtown
Manhattan and that New Jersey
attracted another 15%. Only 9% of the
companies that had to relocate stayed
in Downtown Manhattan. So, at least
in an initial phase, the shock forced a
significant increase in dispersion.
Whether these companies would
return depended on the strength their
ties to Downtown that can among
other things be due to existing longterm leases or even ownership, how
early they would be able to return and
whether
the
costs
of
moving
completely or returning would be
higher (including the risk calculus).

backfilled using leased/ owned, but
unused office space of companies.
About 52% of the jobs related to those
companies had returned to Downtown.
Those jobs that had left had mostly
been relocated to Midtown Manhattan
(about 62%), while about 25% were
shifted to New Jersey and 13% to
other locations. Measured in numbers
of companies, these percentages look a
bit different: Concerning companies
whose buildings were destroyed, 52%
went to Midtown Manhattan, 23%
stayed in Downtown, and 15% went to
New Jersey (TenantWise 2003b). For
companies that had their homes in
damaged buildings, the share of those
staying in Downtown is – maybe not
surprisingly – larger with 67%
(measured in numbers of companies),
while 29% moved to Midtown
Manhattan with negligible numbers
for New Jersey and other locations
(TenantWise 2003b). It has to be noted
that TenantWise data do not always
separate financial companies from
others and include other tenants in
the professional and business services
sector, which are, however, relevant
for the notion of the financial district,
too. The map in the appendix shows
the data for financial companies only.
Table 2 shows the pre- and post-9/11
decisions of major tenants of damaged
or destroyed buildings. The reactions
of these larger tenants were mixed,
but even many of those staying in
Downtown have tried to decentralize
parts of their operations in addition to
their New York City location.
Altogether,
the
data
suggest
significant relocations to Midtown
Manhattan. One can argue that those
companies whose office space was
completely destroyed were, on the one
hand, completely free to make new
choices, but may, on the other hand,
also have faced difficulty finding
adequate space in Downtown. Beyond

Mc Kinsey’s 2001 estimate was that
7,000 of the 19,000 employees that
had relocated to places outside New
York City would be unlikely to return.
Estimates
made
in
2001
by
TenantWise said that about 66% of
the space damaged in Lower
Manhattan (that hosted larger tenants
before)
would
be
reoccupied
(TenantWise 2002a).
Newer data by TenantWise (2003a)
show that 52% of the office space used
by companies that used to be in
destroyed or damaged buildings had
remained in Downtown as of April
2003, while 47% of the office space had
been shifted elsewhere and 1%
remained
undecided.
A
large
percentage of office space did actually
not need replacement, but could be
Pohl
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that, however, a sizeable number of
companies that could have returned
have also moved to Midtown
Manhattan.

the core of Midtown were 8%, more
than 10.7% in Southern Midtown and
12% in Urban New Jersey. Rents were
lowest in Urban New Jersey (about
$20 per sf), followed by the Penn
Station area (below $40), Southern
Midtown and Downtown (around $40).
The highest rents were to be found in
the core of Midtown Manhattan (more
than $60).11

To understand the situation better one
has to know that Lower Manhattan
accounted for 26% of all office space in
Manhattan (against 37.7% in the
Midtown core), while the World Trade
Center represented about 12.5% of
Downtown office space (but 60% of
class-A space in Lower Manhattan
were either destroyed or damaged;
Kelly 2002, Orr & Hobijn 2003).8 This
implies that the destruction meant a
large loss of modern office space for
the Downtown area, but only a
relatively small loss in terms of
regional office space (Kelly 2002).9

After 09/11, office vacancy rates in
Downtown Manhattan went up to
near 12% towards the end of the year
(Grant and Rich 2002), and they kept
climbing throughout the first quarter
of 2002. City-wide vacancy rates
increased from 7.6% to 11.6%.
Vacancy rates for Downtown A-space
had risen from 3.7% to 14.5% and
rents had fallen by 13% (Beard 2002;
Colliers 2003). Meanwhile, vacancy
rates in Midtown Manhattan stood at
8.2% (for class-A space up from 5% in
2000) at the end of 2002 with rents
just below $60 and more buildings
under construction (Grubb & Ellis
2003). While vacancies increased
significantly, they were still lower
than the vacancy rates that prevailed
in the first half of the 90s. Moreover, it
has to be taken in to account that 9/11
was just one factor among others,
including
the
overall
economic
situation, influencing these numbers.
It would be misleading to interpret
these changes as sole effects of 09/11,
as the upward trend in vacancy rates
had started well before towards the
end of 2000 and is, therefore, likely to
be related to the burst of the IT
bubble. The data may help explain,
however,
why
companies
had
significant backfill opportunities.

The large percentage of office space
that could be backfilled is remarkable.
In a situation where the financial
services industry was consolidating,
many companies had wanted to reduce
their space anyway, which led to a
situation in which – instead of falling
– vacancy rates in Lower Manhattan
rose after the attack.10
In the second quarter of 2001, the last
reference period before the attack,
vacancy levels in the New York region
were lowest in the Western part of
Midtown
(7.2%),
followed
by
Downtown (7.6%). Vacancy levels in

9

The region defined as also including Northern
New Jersey, Long Island, the northern suburbs of
Fairfield and Westchester County.
10
The high vacancy rates in Downtown
Manhattan may also have created some kind of a
lock-in effect for some companies which would
have liked to sublease their space but could not
find tenants for it.
Pohl
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Since the 80s, figures for office occupancy and
employment have tended to change relatively
parallelly in New York City.
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Table 2: Relocation decisions, financial services companies with more than
200,000 sf pre-09/11 in damaged or destroyed buildings
Company

Pre-09/11

Post-09/11

American Express

106,000sf in WTC 7 with 250
employees, 1,120,500sf in WFC 3
with 3,800 employees, additional
space in 100 Church and 140
Broadway

Returned to WFC 3 with
3,500 employees, partly
Midtown backfill

Bank of New York

75,400sf in 75 Park Place,
1,226,000sf in 101 Barclay,
250,000sf in 100 Church

Returned, will have
additional locations in
Brooklyn, NY, Orlando, FL
and NJ in future

Bank
Scotia

235,000sf in One Liberty Plaza
with 400 employees

Returned

Cantor Fitzgerald

220,000sf in WTC 1 with 960
employees

Relocated to Midtown and
other locations

CIBC World
Markets

500,000sf in WFC 1

Relocated to Midtown

Citi/ Salomon
Smith Barney

1,202,900sf in WTC 7 with 2,300
employees

Backfilled
space
Midtown, NJ, and CT

Deutsche Bank

273,991sf in WTC 4 with 1,096
employees and 1,415,000sf in 130
Liberty with 4,000 employees

Purchased 60 Wall Street
from JP Morgan in 2001
(before 09/11), Downtown
and Midtown backfill

Fidelity

208,000sf in WFC 1 with 900
employees

Returned
and
leased
additional space in New
Jersey

Goldman Sachs

259,654sf in One Liberty Plaza
with 750 employees

Will move to New Jersey
(planned before 9/11)

Lehman Brothers

1,030,800sf in WFC 3 with 5,500
employees, plus space in WTC 1

Has
purchased
new
building
from
Morgan
Stanley in Midtown, leased
space in NJ, sold WFC 3
space

Merrill Lynch

2,083,600sf in WFC 4 with 5,000
employees, 470,000sf in WFC 2
with 2,000 employees, plus space
in 100 Church

Returned

Morgan Stanley

840,000sf in WTC 2 with 2,700
employees

2,200 people moved to
Westchester County, NY,
dispersion of employees in
Midtown, Downtown, NJ,
elsewhere

Oppenheimer
Funds

231,000sf in WTC 2

Moved to WFC 2 (lease from
Merrill Lynch)

of

Nova

Source: TenantWise 2003b
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Besides 09/11, the consolidation trend
in the industry, the difficult situation
of stock markets and the national
economic downturn are important
parallel developments to be taken into
account when interpreting relocation
patterns. They make it easier for
companies to give up existing office
space and to make up for the lost
space by backfilling existing space.
This exacerbated the situation in
Downtown. In so far as consolidation
is a global issue, this tendency is not
specific to New York as a financial
center (Hagerty 2002). Moreover,
companies
have
been
granted
extensive tax advantages for keeping
employment in the city. To a large
degree the choices that companies
make also reflect their degree of
mobility in terms of ownership of
buildings, possibilities to sublease
buildings, and rollover terms of leases.

Downtown area can be found. For
instance, relocation patterns differ
according to the size of the companies.
Small companies have fewer options to
split their operations between various
locations. Moreover, small firms rely
more on Wall Street’s infrastructure,
reputation and the still relatively
large density of agents in Downtown.
They also depend more on being
located where large firms are because
the latter are attractions for a large
labor pool and other types of
specialized infrastructure. At the same
time, large firms have the critical
mass
to
divide
functions
geographically, while the options for
small- and medium-sized companies
are often either staying or going.
Moreover, companies’ managements
are likely to differ in terms of their
risk aversion and possibilities to
finance
the
technological
infrastructure to support geographical
decentralization. Indeed, data for mid2002 show that 81% of the square
footage held by the smallest tenants
(measured in office space held pre09/11, for those between 10,000 and
20,000 sf) stayed Downtown and 57%
for the next larger category (20,00050,000 sf) (TenantWise 2002a). For
large companies, this percentage is
below 50%. Similarly, large companies
tended to move a higher percentage of
jobs out of Downtown (which also
means a larger absolute number of
jobs). These patterns can be due to
company characteristics as much as
office space needs that may be difficult
to fulfill in Downtown after 09/11 for
large tenants.

Among reasons for a reduced
attraction of New York as a nucleus
for the financial services industry are
rising costs in terms of insurance
premiums,
direct
spending
on
increased security, and securityinduced delays. However, estimates
by Hobijn show that costs for
additional security should not have a
major impact (Orr & Hobijn 2003).
Health risks and transportation
problems were at least relevant
concerns for quite a while. New York
City has also experienced a temporary
rise in taxes to cover the fiscal deficit.
Moreover, there have been intensive
debates about the future purpose of
the World Trade Center site. The full
reconstruction is a major prerequisite
for allowing the area to return to some
of its old importance.

In summary, the data used show that
most companies have decided to
remain in Manhattan after 09/11, but
in many cases Midtown Manhattan
instead of Downtown Manhattan. A

Patterns regarding the characteristics
of companies leaving or staying in the
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smaller share has opted for locations
outside New York City, predominantly
New Jersey. This supports the
observation that it is no longer
appropriate to think in terms of a
narrowly defined financial district
“Wall Street”. Some of the movement
was inevitable due to the complete
destruction of office space in Lower
Manhattan. Moreover, the data
support the view that large companies
enjoy the freedom to make themselves
independent
from
externally
supported infrastructures, while small
companies show a stronger degree of
inertia in terms of their propensity to
stay within the established financial
core Wall Street.

1994; Walter 1998). Yet, work on the
functional/ geographical organization
of financial services providers that
would overlap with a business studies
approach is rare.12 The work by
economic geographers has predicted a
decentralization of operations that do
not rely on non-codified, face-to-face
information. “Clerical, administrative
and other mid-level tasks can be as
effectively done from the suburbs or
from less costly regions of the country”
(Kotkin 2001). Meanwhile, many
scholars were particularly skeptical
about the dispersion of informationintensive
functions.
The
decentralization
of
higher-level
functions “that require face-to-face
contact,
high-end
deal
making,
collaborative creative processes and
global connections” has been doubted
(Kotkin 2001). Reasons for such
doubts are the concentration of talent,
skills and information in locations like
Wall Street and the observation of an
“economic and social gravity” that
pulls financial experts together. Some
of the doubts about decentralization
clearly rely on traditional Marshallian
arguments of thick labor and services
markets. Even scholars, who do
believe in Wall Street’s future as a
financial center, suggest that it will
change
and
become
“a
more
concentrated version of what it
already is, the information city par
excellence” (Sassen in Business Week
2001). Sassen expects that Wall Street
will remain the home of cutting-edge
jobs that require “evaluation, judging,
inferring,
guessing,
forecasting,
making the most of what you really
don’t know”.

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
There is only limited literature to
draw on when trying to assess the
effects of terrorist attack on cities.
Existing empirical work has analyzed
the effect of wars and natural
catastrophes (such as earthquakes)
(Davis and Weinstein 2002; Pohl
2002). Meanwhile, the threat of an
attack like the one of 09/11 may be
subtler, as it is much less predictable
than war attacks and at the same time
extremely
concentrated
on
agglomerations of important economic
activity. Cities are more prone to be
targets for terror because of their rich
assets, their being sources of
prosperity and growth, their status as
nodes for vast international networks
of communication, which allow for
“contagion of fear and economic
rupture” (Savitch and Ardashev 2001,
p. 2516).
There is quite a broad literature on
financial centers by scholars in
economic geography (Choi et al. 1996;
Gehrig 2001; Kindleberger 2000; Pohl
2003; Reed 1980; Roberts 1994; Thrift
Pohl
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See Baron and Besanko (2001) as an
exception. Their focus, while it includes
geography, is more on the global organization of
financial institutions than on a smaller regional
context.
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financial services industry in the
greater New York City area, from the
meso-perspective of the industry and
its critical markets or from the microperspective
of
the
companies
constituting the sector.

Yet, these arguments – while they
predict the move of back office
functions and less informationintensive functions away from Wall
Street – assume that major players
would remain in a financial district
with certain core functions. Empirical
observation does not confirm this as
long as the financial district is
narrowly defined as the area around
Wall Street. We believe that the new
notion of financial concentration will
be a looser version of the old financial
district with financial activities spread
out in a wider geographic realm. This
is in line with other authors’ findings
(Clark 2002, Immergluck 2001), whose
conclusions are, however, based on
different
determinants
of
decentralization.
Referring
to
London’s financial services industry,
Clark (2002, p. 438) states:

THE GREATER NYC AREA
The New York-Northern New JerseyLong Island consolidated metropolitan
statistical area is home to the largest
number of headquarters in the U.S.
(including those of the financial
services industry) (Klier & Testa
2002). Headquarter locations are,
however,
far
from
being
so
concentrated that they would create
an agglomeration such as Wall Street.
They might contribute to the
explanation why New York City is a
nucleus of the financial services
industry, although they probably do
not sufficiently distinguish New York
from other major business cities. What
makes New York different is the city’s
quality as a work environment for
financial experts13 and the lock-in
effects of an already thick labor
market for these experts. We come to
the conclusion that labor market
externalities
are
of
highest
significance to explain the continuing
importance of the Manhattan.

[The city] is now a set of related office
nodes spread across London, and a set
of isolated locational choices connected
to
systems
of
national
and
international
communication
and
transportation rather than immediate
market relationships.

Among other things, Clark explains
his observation with the increasing
size of individual financial services
companies that creates bottlenecks in
the real estate sector and therefore
leads to dispersion.

Technological changes, including in
particular
communication
and
collaboration
technologies,
have
decreased the need for companies to be
clustered in a narrow agglomeration
such as Wall Street (Majchrzak
2004).14 Nonetheless, most companies

TOWARDS A NEW GEOGRAPHY
OF MONEY
The observed changes in the post
09/11 geography of money are complex
and would not be well described by a
simple turnaround from strong
clustering towards dispersal. The
question about the impact of 09/11 on
the financial geography can be looked
at from a bird’s eye perspective
focusing on the location of the
Pohl
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One needs to take into account that there is
hardly another industry in which the moves of
top-tier managers or highly specialized
employees is watched as closely and in which
competition for these individuals is as high.
14
This includes one-to-one, many-to-many or
one-to-many video communication systems like
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have not left the wider New York City
area and not even moved farther than
Midtown. It seems appropriate to
describe this new geography as
“Greater Wall Street”. Table 3 lists
push and pull factors working on the
Downtown area’s attraction as a
financial center. Psychological harm
refers to the experiences of employees
who were in the World Trade Center
area during the attack or related
considerations of companies that have
lost a larger number of employees.
While this would speak for leaving the
Downtown area, there have been
reverse effects of managements of
companies that have argued that they
would stay despite the events to show
solidarity. Two of the pull factors
mentioned, the availability of skilled
labor and specialized services, are
more likely to not be limited to
Downtown Manhattan, but to extend
to Midtown (though probably not to
New Jersey and other areas), as
distances are probably not large
enough to distinguish Downtown and
Midtown when it comes to these two
arguments.

led to severe disruptions in the
operations of stock exchanges. Firms
that were responsible for 40% of
trading volume were significantly
affected by the attack. While
government
securities
markets
reopened within two days and
operated with low trading volumes,
stock and options markets only
reopened on September 17, 2001
(USGAO 2003).

Beyond this macro-perspective on the
wider geography of the financial
services industry in the New York
area, it is important to look at the
implications for the interactions
between companies (meso-level) and
the
functioning
of
individual
companies (micro-level).

Such plans have up to now not been
put into force, among other things
because companies argued that firms
will have problems to process data in
real time beyond certain distances
(between
60-100
miles).
Recommendations for decentralization
also include the dispersion of staff,
equipment and data, which would
limit the overall disruption from a
catastrophic event at any one location.

The importance of these markets, the
costs of disruptions and today’s high
degree of interdependence between
various agents make the topic of
business continuity relevant for the
industry’s regulator. The Securities
and Exchange Commission has made
several proposals that aimed at
requiring backup facilities relatively
far away from primary sites.15 The
Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System in co-operation with
the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency and the SEC had initially
suggested a 200-300 mile distance
between data centers.

THE MESO-LEVEL: STOCK AND
OPTIONS MARKETS
The damage to telecommunications
systems, the lack of access to the area,
and the loss of facilities and personnel

15

The Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System in co-operation with the Office
of the Comptroller of the Currency and the SEC
had initially suggested a 200-300 mile distance
between data centers.

Avistar, instant messaging systems like Mind
Align, group collaboration tools like Intraspect
as well as broadband, handhelds and wireless
tools.
Pohl
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It has been noted that [t]he financial
system operates as a network of
interrelated markets and participants.
The ability of an individual participant
to function can have wide-ranging
effects
beyond
its
immediate
counterparts. (Federal Reserve Board
2003).

• a lack of alternative networks for
telecommunications and power,
• insufficient linkages between
backup facilities and
• a need for better business
continuity plans.
Companies have also become more
aware of the need to disperse key
staff. Disaster plans and business
continuity plans have received priority
on the agendas of decision-makers.
Generally, new categories and foci in
operational risk (defined as the ability
to reduce and prevent disruptions to
business processes) have entered the
agenda as a result of 09/11. As Bies
(2002 p. 1) notes, “operating risk is the
least developed” among the different
categories of risk management.

This makes it important to look not
only at the individual company, but to
make
linkages
between
actors,
markets and other critical nodes
transparent. Enterprise risk therefore
becomes systemic risk16 (SunGard
2003). The Federal Reserve Board and
other agencies have emphasized the
particular importance of “firms that
play significant roles in critical
financial markets”, defined as those
“that participate … with sufficient
market share in one or more critical
financial markets such that their
failure to settle their own or their
customers’
material
pending
transactions by the end of the
business day could present systemic
risk” (Federal Reserve Board 2003).

There are discussions about the
question whether, where and in which
way activities have to be duplicated
and how the additional costs related to
this can be kept under control in times
when profit margins for the industry
are melting. Other discussions focus
on the use of backup facilities in
normal times (number of active
trading desks versus inactive recovery
seats on trading floors, the availability
of synchronous data transfer), the size
and accessibility of these sites and the
question how split-up companies can
be, while still functioning efficiently.17

THE MICRO-PERSPECTIVE
The attacks have exposed structural
deficiencies in the organization of Wall
Street’s financial sector:
• insufficient number of
geographically dispersed backup locations,
• insufficient number of replication
servers in second locations,
• insufficient access to back-up
sites,

17

There have been announcements that the SEC
will set up regulations about obligatory backup
and duplicate facilities and their distance. These
are heavily debated, as companies argue that
extra staffing and empty room will cause
exorbitant costs that will prevent some
companies from operating profitably. Initially,
proposals went as far as to require a distance
between regular and backup site of at least 300
miles.

16

This includes the risk that “the failure of one
participant in a … financial market to meet its
required obligations will cause other participants
to be unable to meet their obligations…”
(Federal Reserve Board 2003)
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resources. To handle these risks will
require significant investments by the
corporate sector, which will be difficult
for small companies.

This raises the question how central
locations and their backup facilities
will be linked to each other and how
these linkages will be sustained in an
efficient way.

Intra-company decentralization also
brings about new challenges when it
comes
to
information-intensive
functions where different divisions of
the same company previously worked
closely together and now have to be
located at different geographical spots
from a risk-perspective. While new
technologies make a lot possible, most
studies on the use of videoconferencing
and similar technologies show that
those
technologies
cannot
fully
compensate for face-to-face meetings.

To implement these measures is
costly. In spring 2003, the U.S.
General Accounting Office studied 15
organizations and found that physical
and information security measures
had not been sufficient since 2001 and
that several institutions had not
developed business continuity plans
that would ensure that key staff would
be available in case of a disruption.
Some organizations also did not have
backup facilities or they only had
facilities that were located very close
to their primary facilities (within 2 to
10 miles) (USGAO 2003).

Technological change is clearly one of
the driving forces towards new
financial geographies. And to some
extent, new communication and
collaboration
technologies
have
become enabling technologies for the
decentralization of activities, but at
the same time, the reliance on the
respective
information
and
communication networks also poses
new challenges. New communication
technologies
technically
allow
straight-through-processing
today.
This refers to processes where
information
is
solely
processed
digitally from the trader’s computer to
the customer’s back office with a
record being kept in the financial
institution’s front and back offices
without human intervention and with
automatic
reconciliation
and
confirmation only moments after the
transaction has been initiated. They
would
thus
allow
for
more
decentralization
while
still
guaranteeing access to electronically
codifiable information. Yet, most
financial services companies are still a

While communication networks and
contingency plans will have to be
improved, the geography of human
capital will be even more challenging.
Companies are aware of the fact that
it is risky to locate highly-skilled staff
in the same place, just as much as it is
insufficient to depend only on one
power or communication network for
support of their activities. Despite
this, surveys show that the majority of
small firms have not dispersed
business units and senior executives
across locations (SIA 2003a).
For larger firms, the share of those
that had split business units across
locations was higher, but the
percentage that had achieved a
dispersal of senior executives was still
small (Wall Street and Technology
2002). The resistance of financial
experts to relocation may be a
significant hurdle in implementing
business continuity plans for human
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in various institutions, led to the
creation of more complex organization
structures including a middle office. It
often proves difficult to redefine
responsibility distributions in such a
three-layer
structure.
Moreover,
traders will need to have certain
services close to them. Those include a
product control group that keeps the
profit & loss book up to date and that
agrees on reserves on derivatives
together with the market risk group.
Most of the time, the compliance
department also has to stay close to
the trading desks. Finally, traders
require help desk staff from IT that is
responsive to their needs. There is
strong evidence that proper customer
settlements need such teamwork and
that companies may be able to
improve customer service by allowing
their back-office staff and dealers to
interact easily.

long way away from this. Bolting in
scalable
electronic
settlement
capabilities usually creates problems
with existing infrastructures because
those systems often cannot link to the
existing trading and risk systems
without causing problems. Rebuilding
those infrastructures completely and
on a regular basis is hardly affordable
for many firms.

Moreover, the linkages between staff
in different functions often do not
follow the rationalities imposed by
new technologies. Traders have to
work with back-office staff in a team.
While back-office staff (including staff
processing trading tickets and dealing
with customers as well as human
resource
departments,
financial
control, IT, general & property
services) might be the first candidates
for being moved, having them in
peripheral locations will mean that
Traditional labor market externalities
they do not know the traders and vice
are also extremely relevant. It usually
versa. In some cases, traders have
costs
complained that they do not want to
deal with customer queries, which has,
Table 3: Push and pull factors determining concentration
PUSH FACTORS OUT OF
DOWNTOWN
Psychological harm
Disadvantages of relying on
one telecom/ power network
Clients in Midtown Manhattan

PULL FACTORS INTO
DOWNTOWN
Information spillovers which
are, however, difficult to prove
Availability of skilled labor
Availability of specialized
services
Enhanced security plans
suggested by local authorities

Destruction of Downtown
infrastructure with significant
time to go until reconstruction.
Availability of modern office space, rent, tax incentives

Degree of destruction
Consolidation of the industry
made backfilling of space
possible.
Higher costs for insurance,
security etc.
Fear of health risks in area
around ground zero
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FACTORS INFLUENCING
COMPANY MOBILITY
Long-term leases/ ownership of
property
Ability to split operations/
company size
Possibilities to sublease
buildings to others/ sell them
Risk averseness.

Technology awareness,
technological capacity to
overcome communication
problems going along with
geographical dispersion
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large sums to “export” experienced
people from central to peripheral
locations
(O
hUallachain
&
Satterthwaite
1992).
The
more
specialised the job descriptions, the
smaller the group of people that will
qualify. Companies in the financial
services sector to some extent all
“chase” the same scarce resources.
Reasons for co-location of certain areas
of expertise result from the need of
companies to get access to expertise
and from the location requirements of
individuals. According to evaluations
by senior executives and industry
experts, companies moving away from
central locations often lose large
percentages of key employees or have
to pay large premiums. Finally,
putting staff into peripheral locations
often creates a “second class citizen
syndrome”
that
can
decrease
efficiency.

order to create this critical mass.
Another example for specialized
services is high-quality telephone
services that are vital for financial
services providers, but often only
available in certain centers. Access to
transportation is another vital service.
Model solutions have not yet been
found. Including travel inefficiencies,
companies often end up not saving as
much as they expected by creating
decentralized structures. In a sense,
commuting times are the variable
defining the borders of the Greater
Wall Street area when it comes to the
question of how far away from
Manhattan companies can set up
facilities if they require frequent
interaction
with
individuals
in
Manhattan’s core.
CONCLUSION

Meanwhile, the argument that clients
are located in Midtown Manhattan
and that financial service providers
have to stay close to their clients–
although it is frequently heard - seems
to be a largely self-serving argument
for financial experts who want to stay
in centers.

Altogether, an analysis that links
geography, organization of financial
firms, technological change and
information flows is needed. While the
informational efficiency of financial
markets has been studied since the
introduction of the concept by Eugene
Fama (1970), we suggest that
information efficiency is an issue at
the level of the firm, too. The ability of
companies
to
find
geographical
patterns of organization that reflect
the post-09/11 reality and that allow
them to share information internally
in efficient ways will impact their
success as well as the functioning of
financial markets. This depends as
much on publicly and privately
available technologies as on the
organization of processes. Baron and
Besanko (2001 p. 2) point out the
following:

Other
traditionally
emphasized
arguments remain valid. Among those
is reliance on specialized services that
are attracted to locations with a
critical mass. For instance, data
service provider costs are reduced in
locations with such critical masses.
Companies can reap internal or
external economies of scale by
clustering operations. While large
companies may be able to ignore those
costs, as they create this critical mass
internally, small companies may want
to locate where other companies are in
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[T]heory emphasizes that multibusiness firms build and mobilize
capabilities
through
the
accumulation and sharing of knowhow … a firm develops a capability
in a value-chain activity when the
know-how
accumulated
in
executing one activity within one
unit of the firm is shared with, or
‘spills over’ to, other units in the
firm. (Baron & Besanko 2001).

attraction (Greater Wall Street).
This Greater Wall Street pattern
concerns an area that is larger
than the traditional financial
district which was a very confined
area containing only few streets.
The most important forces holding
this wider cluster together are
labor market externalities and
intra-firm (and possibly inter-firm)
information flows in the broadest
sense. At present, the emphasis on
preferences of highly skilled staff
and thick labor markets makes us
doubt whether New Jersey and
other locations outside New York
City should be included as more
than satellites in this Greater Wall
Street structure.

Moreover, our findings refer to a
situation that is still in flux. The
average lease time in NYC is nine
years. Excluding firms in the World
Trade Center, only a quarter of
commercial leases have rolled over
(Orr & Hobijn 2003). There will
therefore be more potential for
mobility in the years to come. This
long lease time that decouples the
point in time when decisions are made
and when they can finally be
implemented also makes it fairly
difficult to decide whether companies
move because of 09/11 or other
reasons. The following conclusions can
be made from our observations:

• The new challenges include new
solutions
for
intra-company
organization where companies have
to live with a certain level of
decentralization without losing
their informational efficiency and
simultaneously controlling their
costs. The new geography has to be
one of balanced intra-company
decentralization combined with
excellent intra- and inter-company
communication
linkages
that
ensure security and efficiency of
day-to-day transactions as well as
linkages to emergency backup
sites.

• The post-09/11 geography of Wall
Street cannot be understood in
isolation
from
consolidation
processes in the industry as well as
trends of technological change.

The effects of the 09/11 terrorist
attack have to be juxtaposed with
other developments in the industry,
such as the effects of the economic
downturn,
consolidation
trends,
technological developments, and longterm developments concerning the
competitiveness of locations for the
financial services industry. 09/11 has
not triggered a completely new
development in the sense that there
were already more diverse location
choices that were not limited to
Downtown Manhattan prior to the

• Companies had already been leaving
Wall Street before 09/11. The
events may have served as a
catalyst for an already existing
trend by removing the fixed costs of
moving for tenants of destroyed or
damaged
buildings.
Stated
differently, 09/11 forced many
companies to move – even if only
temporarily – anyway. This has
changed the cost calculus when
considering permanent relocation.
• While various companies have left
the Downtown area, New York City
as a whole has not lost its
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events. But it has served as a catalyst
leading to a condensed reaction of the
industry in a very short time. This
concerns two types of decentralization:
firstly spreading out the activities of a
single company across a wider set of
locations
and,
secondly,
decentralization away from Lower
Manhattan across the industry.
Companies have been considering
decentralization as a technologically
increasingly possible, but socioeconomically still challenging option
before the events. Yet, 09/11 has
changed the functional/ geographic
organization of the industry by
creating awareness for new types of
risks and by introducing completely
new categories to be considered when
companies try to balance intra- as well
as inter-company linkages across
physical as well as digital geographies.

detailed knowledge of the structures
and processes in the financial services
industry
that
economists
and
geographers often lack. Secondly,
systemic perspectives on risks and
inter-linkages between and among
institutions and systems have become
of great relevance for regulators.
Which are the critical nodes in a
globally linked sector like financial
services? How is systemic risk linked
to location choices that private agents
make? This, too, requires detailed
knowledge of relevant technologies,
processes, risks and regional as well
as global linkages. Altogether, this
future research will need to go beyond
disciplinary boundaries to incorporate
knowledge from Geography, Business
Studies and Economics.
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In order to be relevant for
practitioners, future research will,
firstly, have to go into more detail
concerning the possibilities of specific
technologies used in the financial
sector to bridge distances between
markets, companies and business
units and concerning strategies to
manage new types of risks. This has to
be an analysis that goes beyond
technological potentials and carefully
considers
the
socio-economic
background and requirements of
operations. Different transactions in
the financial services sector are
interlinked in highly complex ways
between companies as well as within
companies. When these different
transactions
can
be
split
up
geographically, the key question
becomes no longer “Where do financial
services companies locate?”, but
“Where is which function located and
how are different transactions linked
to each other?” This requires very
Pohl
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ABSTRACT
Equity capital is often an important source of funds for growing firms. In
this paper we investigate the regional differences in the size of newly
organized Initial Public Offerings, an important source of equity capital. We
also investigate the importance of underwriter reputation and location to the
size of the offering. Our findings suggest that underwriter reputation has a
large positive impact on offering size even after controlling for firm specific
characteristics. Finally, regional differences persist even after accounting for
the relative location and reputation of the lead underwriter.
INTRODUCTION
Historically, capital investment
has been an important component
to economic growth. Michie (1987)
finds that, in 1853, the issuance of
equity accounted for 25% of the
United
Kingdom's
capital
investment.
Although various
systems create equity, such as
venture capital and direct finance,
capital formation is heavily reliant
upon equity markets. It is the
relationship between economic
growth and equity markets that
suggests the development of an
intranational regional analysis.
Whether used to raise money for
new, start-up firms (through
venture capital), convert existing
firms into publicly held firms, or
The Industrial Geographer, Volume 2, Issue 1, pp.94-110

carve-out subsidiaries of existing
publicly held firms, capital markets
are a an important part of
economic growth. This potential
has led to a wealth of research in
the field.
The evolution of commerce joins
regional economics with IPOs
through the consideration of firm
expansion
and
employment.
Although most IPO firms are
small, 58.2% of IPO firms are in
the smallest quintile of public
companies (Brav and Gompers,
1997), IPO's provide growth
potential within a region.
The
literature is divided on how many
new jobs these small firms provide.
Birch (1987) contends that between
©Kashian & Brooks
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question is directed at internal
underwriters (those within the IPO
firm’s
region)
and
external
underwriters.
Although it is
usually contended that capital is
portable, underwriting serves as
the
regional
infrastructure
providing a portal for the capital
that is collected.
A lack of
underwriting
may
imply
a
structural difficulty that prevents
firms from acquiring proper
financing.
This paper tests
whether
the
use
of
local
underwriters results in higher
offering sizes. Or, as a result of
reputation, institutional contacts,
and
retail
relationships,
do
national underwriters generate
greater capital?

1981 and 1985, firms with fewer
than 100 employees created all of
the net new jobs. While the “net”
contribution of small firms to the
creation of new jobs (Davis et al
1994) is questioned, Henderson
(1997) finds small firms accounted
for 55% of all jobs in the United
States. If these small businesses
act as an engine of growth in
America, IPOs could be a vehicle
for regional economic growth.
The purpose of this paper is not to
prove the existence of a nexus
between
IPOs
and
regional
economic growth, which has
already been established (Levine
1991, Gurley and Shaw 1967), but
rather
identify
the
regional
differences in IPOs. This paper
strives to detail these which may
explain some of the regional
variations in economic growth.
Given existing research on IPOs,
several regional questions are
currently unanswered.

A final question addressed in this
paper is whether lead underwriter
reputation has a relationship with
offering size.
Within this
hypothesis is an expectation that
underwriters
with
stronger
reputations would attract larger
firms, but more importantly firms
with
larger
potential,
thus
garnering larger IPOs.

The first question focuses on the
regional
differences
in
IPO
proceeds: Does the size of the
offering depend on the location of
the firm? Even after controlling for
firm
specific
characteristics,
remaining
differences
would
suggest unequal access to equity
markets. This may disadvantage
other regions when it comes to
financing growth.

LITERATURE
The preponderance of previous IPO
research concentrates on returns
offered to the investor. A sizeable
body of research (Ritter 1991, Levis
1993, Jain and Kini 1994, Spiess
and Affleck-Graves 1995, and
Loughran and Ritter 1995, Teoh et
al 1997 and Carter et al 1998)
focuses on the fact that IPOs
underperform traditional market
indicators.
The
literatures'

The second question centers on the
possibility that the IPO offering
size is also a function of the lead
underwriter’s location.
This
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non-homogeneity
of
financial
assets.
The third considers
regional variations in the supply
and demand for assets.
These
supply and demand variations can
explain interest rate differences
across regional markets.

emphasis on the creation of
investor wealth largely ignores the
impact to the firm attempting to
raise capital.
There is a wealth of literature
concerning
credit
availability
through the banking sector. This
literature looks to the general
efficiency of the economy in
distributing credit throughout a
multi-regional area.
An initial
tenet of the neoclassical literature
is that as long as regional credit
markets work properly, financial
resources flow perfectly from one
region to another in order to fund
the best investment alternatives
(Moore and Nagurney 1989). When
considering IPOs, an efficient
market implies that the location of
the underwriter and the firm are of
little consequence to the offering:
funds flow into a market to take
advantage
of
investment
opportunities. As a result, there
should be no regional differences in
the size of IPOs. This conclusion
challenges earlier work by Roberts
and
Fishkind
(1979)
that
determined there were interest
rate differentials based on the
proximity of regional financial
markets to national financial
centers.

Dow and Rodriquez-Fuentes (1998)
further argue that credit rationing
and inefficiencies exist due to
information and monitoring cost
differences.
These inefficiencies
create regional differences: local
banks hold an advantage over
outside banks, checking the entry
of outside banks. Local banks have
better
information;
lower
monitoring costs and market
power. As a result, the absence of
outside banks creates a form of
credit rationing that results in
lower
inter-regional
capital
mobility and exaggerates the
inefficiencies that are reflected in
the local demand for credit.
This paper also investigates the
unique question of the effect
underwriter location has on IPO
proceeds. Location is central to the
firm and financial institutions. For
example,
there
is
extensive
literature in the area of the effect
of commercial bank concentration
on lending.
This concentration
occurred in throughout the 1980’s
and 1990’s (Rhoades 2000) and has
increased in the years subsequent
to bank deregulation (Stiroh and
Strahan 2003).
Concentration
exposes a concern over equitable
access to capital throughout the
United States. However, in terms

However Dow and RodriquezFuentes (1998) contend that
inefficiencies may exist due to
segmented regional credit markets.
They identified three factors that
create regional segmentation. The
first involved regional access to
information. The second is the
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Zook
continues
that
there
continues
to
be
a
social
relationship between the firm and
capital, such there is a relationship
between the venture capitalist and
the entrepreneur.
This may be
analogous to the presence of
regional
investment
banks.
Friedman
(1995)
finds
that
urbanized areas with more venture
capital firms have more “top”
public small firms.
Studies of
venture capital firms’ investment
patterns demonstrate that while
New York firms invest nationally,
firms in smaller venture capital
centers are regional (Green and
McNaughton 1989). Even in the
instances where financing needs
are great, regional venture capital
firms channel external venture
capital into an area (Florida and
Kenney 1987).

of capital formation, it has been
shown that although venture
capital formation is clustered, its
distribution follows the theme of
mobile and aggressive capital
(Florida and Smith, Jr. 1993).
Perfect markets argue that there is
no distance decay. This contends
that as a firm is further from the
money center, its access to
investments decay.
There is,
however, only a weak distance
decay
effect
in
terms
of
institutional investors and firm
headquarters (Green 1993).
This is consistent with the
neoclassical
economic
analysis
which assumes portable capital.
As a result, region is of little
importance: capital should flow to
compensate for labor costs and
productivity
differentials.
However, additional literature
demonstrates the importance of
region.
For example there is
significant variation in the regional
distribution of venture capital
(Florida and Kenney 1987). They
conclude that of the $1822 million
in venture capital funds invested in
1982, $833 million was invested in
the California/Southwest region.
At the same time only $50 million
was invested in the Pacific
Northwest.

While the acquisition of venture
capital provides new firms with
start-up capital, IPOs are a means
for existing firms to acquire
capital.
There are distinct
differences
between
bank
financing, the venture capital
industry and equity underwriters.
These differences are notable in
terms of the type of ownership, the
level of information sharing, the
nature of subsequent management
and the type of financing. It is the
general acquisition of funds from
private investors that provides a
connection.
However,
the
uniqueness of each method of
financing suggests the value of a
separate inquiry into the regional

While earlier literature diminishes
the relationship between venture
capital
and
high-tech
starts
(Pennings 1982, Zook 2002) records
the growing academic argument
that availability is an important
factor in entrepreneurial growth.
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underwriters screen information
more accurately, providing less
risky
investments
for
the
individual.

differences in equity underwriting
and the IPOs.
In
addition
to
geographic
considerations,
this
paper
considers
reputation
as
an
important component to the IPO
process.
Chemmanur
and
Fulghieri (1994) theorize (1) the
greater the reputation of the
investment
bank,
the
more
effective it is in reducing the
impact
of
equity
market
information asymmetry, (2) more
prestigious
investment
banks
engage in underwriting contracts
with less risky client firms, (3) the
greater
the
underwriters
reputation, the higher the fees
charged to the firm, (4) the net
proceeds of the IPO increase with
underwriter reputation, and (5)
Investment banks that overprice
equity subsequently lose market
share.
Ultimately
the
consideration of reputation has
regional implications due to the
clustering of highly regarded
underwriters in money center
locations.

Within a regional framework, an
underwriter with a superior
reputation will produce higher
levels of capital formation for the
firm due to the higher prices they
command. The underwriter sways
markets by choosing a specialty,
successfully
wooing
firms,
appropriately pricing new issues,
and providing price support for the
investor. Failure in any of these
areas can result in a lack of faith in
the regional underwriter.
This
failure may result in a shortfall of
funds for IPOs.
THE DATA
The data is primarily extracted by
IPO Alert. IPO Alert reviews SEC
filings (primarily S-1 filings and
subsequent amendments). The less
rigorous filings required of smaller
firms are also included. The IPO
Alert database is augmented by
additional author review of SEC
filings through Edgar Online. The
database spans the highly active
period of February 1996 through
December 2000. There were 1692
completed and successful IPOs
with the earliest filing date for a
completed IPO of February 19,
1996 and the latest file date for a
completed IPO is April 4, 2000.
The earliest completion date is
March 21, 1996 and the latest
completion date is December 11,
2000.

The reputation of the underwriter
enters regional analysis through
the issue of capital portability.
Florida and Kenney’s (1987)
finding of an unequal distribution
of venture capital resources in the
United States places the location of
the highly regarded underwriter
into the analysis. Carter et al
(1998)
show
the
long-run
performance of IPOs is related to
an underwriter’s reputation. It is
reasoned
that
prestigious
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proceeds.
Table 1 provides a
regional breakdown of the IPOs.
The Far West (see data appendix
for definitions) had the largest
number of offerings (413) followed
closely by the Mideast (358).

Although not all completed filings
result in the IPO actually being
priced since some are pulled during
the underwriter’s price discovery
process the sample includes only
the successfully priced IPOs, which
are the most pertinent to our
current investigation.

Table 3 lists the offerings according
to the IPO firm’s two digit
Standard Industry Classification.
The Manufacturing, and Services
sectors dominate the study, with
SIC 70-80 representing 29.5% of
the IPOs. SIC codes 60-69 and 8199 represent 25.6%. Additionally
we split the IPOs based on the
percentage of the firm which was
publicly held after the IPO and
found 83.6% of the firms retained
more than 50% of the ownership
after the offer was executed.
Clearly very few of the firms gave
up ownership.

The regional determination for
each IPO is based on the location of
the corporate headquarters of the
firms, not on the state of
incorporation. Due to the use of
micro-economic data, this paper
provides unique insights into the
regional differences among IPO's.
Whereas
the
limited
prior
literature in the field (Dow and
Rodriquez-Fuentes 1998, Pennings
1982, Friedman 1995, Green and
McNaughton 1989, Florida and
Kenney 1987) addresses the
regional differences in credit
availability or venture capital, we
are unaware of any research into
the regional differences in IPOs.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS
The econometric method builds a
simple model to predict the total
proceeds generated from an IPO.
This model includes regional
specific dummy variables in an
attempt
to
capture
any
geographical differences. To this
end table 4 presents the results
from several simple regressions
where in all cases the dependent
variable is the log of the proceeds
generated from the IPO, which are
measured in millions of dollars.
The proceeds are simply the
number of shares the individual
firm sells times the selling price of
each share.

Returning to the initial question,
the proceeds generated by the IPO
are investigated to determine if
there are any unexplained regional
differences. Table 1 and 2 present
the total and mean proceeds from
each IPO by region and state.
These descriptive statistics provide
an initial look at the potential
regional
differences.
While
California was the largest in terms
of the number of successful IPOs,
New York generated the largest
proceeds
from
the
offerings
producing 24,837 million dollars,
Maine had the largest average
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Table 1: IPOs by region
Region
1: Southeast
2: Southcentral
3: Southwest
4: Rocky Mountain

# of IPOs
(percent)

Total Value of IPOs in
Millions of dollars

Mean Value of IPOs in
Millions of dollars

242

13,248

55

53

2,732

52

183

18,231

100
51

56

2,842

5: Far West

413

25,834

63

6: New England

131

8,697

66

7: Mideast

358

38,415

107

8: Great Lakes

170

13,592

80

63

3,653

58

9: Plains

the most recently completed fiscal
year and by the number off full
time employees. Firms go public at
different phases in their life cycle.
Some go public early, with little
sales and few employees. Other
firms choose to go public after they
are well established. It is expected
that larger firms, as measured by
sales and employees will command
large offerings. Column 2 of Table
4 presents the results: both “size”
variables
are
significant.
Additionally,
when
size
is
controlled, several other regional
dummies become significant. The
late 1990’s witnessed a large
number of relatively young firms
going public, particularly in the
Far
West,
which
includes
California. The inclusion of the
size variables results in the
Southcentral
region
dummy
becoming significant and negative,
as is the Southeast dummy. On
the other hand the Far West
regional dummy is positive and
significant, suggesting that Far
West firms going public generate
more proceeds from their IPO than

The natural log is used as a matter
of common practice in order to
account for the curvilinear nature
of
the
relationship
between
variables, which is expect in this
case. The initial explanatory
variables are simply the regional
dummies with the Mideast region
(which includes New York), being
the excluded or reference region.
Only the Southeast region dummy
is significant. It is also negative in
sign suggesting the proceeds from
IPOs in the Southeast are on
average smaller than those in the
Mideast. Perhaps due to smaller,
less seasoned firms the average
offering size from this region is
smaller. However, with an rsquared of 0.012, the regression
explains very little of the variance.
Therefore this may be an artifact of
the failure to include other
important variables such as firm
size and underwriter reputation to
help explain the size of the
proceeds generated.
The inclusion of a few measures of
firm size may better explain
offering size.
Firm size is
measured by using firm sales for
Kashian & Brooks
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Table 2: IPOs by State
State:
AK
AL
AR
AZ
CA
CO
CT
DC
DE
FL
GA
HI
IA
ID
IL
IN
KA
KS
KY
LA
MA
MD
ME
MI
MN
MO
MS
MT
NC
ND
NE
NH
NJ
NM
NV
NY
OH
OK
OR
PA
RI
SC
TN
TX
UT
VA
VT
WA
WI
WV
WY

# of IPOs
2
5
4
16
352
40
30
10
4
102
55
2
4
4
63
22
1
12
10
12
87
38
4
32
26
13
4
1
28
3
4
6
68
4
5
172
41
10
12
66
2
13
18
153
10
42
2
40
12
2
1

Total Value of IPOs in
Millions of dollars
36
114
92
845
23,001
2,161
2,092
1,063
591
5,772
2,783
52
386
94
6,459
1,349
6
1,362
835
467
5,595
2,971
666
3,002
737
856
134
40
953
111
195
197
4,341
447
152
24,837
2,127
1,615
914
4,613
26
672
1,088
15,324
545
3,034
121
1,680
655
34
1

Mean Value of IPOs in Millions of
dollars
18
23
23
53
65
54
70
106
148
57
51
26
97
24
103
61
6
113
84
39
64
78
167
94
28
66
34
40
34
37
49
33
64
112
30
144
52
162
76
70
13
52
60
100
55
72
61
42
55
17
1

Source IPO Alert, Edgar online and author’s calculations
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Table 3 Completed Filings by Industry
Completed IPOs
Industry
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Total

Table 4
region_firm==1
Southeast
region_firm==2
Southcentral
region_firm==3
Southwest
region_firm==4
Rocky Mountain
region_firm==5
Far West
region_firm==6
New England
region_firm==8
Great Lakes
region_firm==9
Plains
Lsales
Ftemp

2 digit SIC code
01-14
15-17
20-27, 29-34, 37, 39
28
35
36
38
40-49
50-51
52-59
70-80
60-69, 81-99

Freq.
35
15
129
67
58
87
58
119
82
110
499
433
1692

Percent
2.07
0.89
7.62
3.96
3.43
5.14
3.43
7.03
4.85
6.5
29.49
25.59
100

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

lproceed
-0.25127
(0.013)*
-0.21519
(0.188)
0.09195
(0.472)
-0.39898
(0.054)
0.04028
(0.636)
-0.00295
(0.980)
-0.00907
(0.939)
-0.19045
(0.226)

lproceed
-0.19468
(0.025)*
-0.29789
(0.014)*
-0.08371
(0.391)
-0.24298
(0.156)
0.18034
(0.011)*
0.01647
(0.865)
-0.12747
(0.177)
-0.15746
(0.257)
0.26789
(0.000)**
0.00002
(0.023)*

lproceed
-0.17949
(0.036)*
-0.27725
(0.022)*
-0.07603
(0.425)
-0.19866
(0.239)
0.24553
(0.001)**
0.06506
(0.502)
-0.13629
(0.141)
-0.11747
(0.411)
0.26790
(0.000)**
0.00002
(0.019)*
0.00716
(0.000)**

lproceed
-0.18194
(0.030)*
-0.30474
(0.013)*
-0.06587
(0.486)
-0.21281
(0.212)
0.22222
(0.002)**
0.04425
(0.644)
-0.13901
(0.130)
-0.14494
(0.310)
0.26018
(0.000)**
0.00002
(0.018)*
0.00752
(0.000)**
-0.00161
(0.000)**
-0.00105
(0.186)

lproceed
-0.17910
(0.030)*
-0.26951
(0.022)*
-0.08163
(0.400)
-0.26035
(0.111)
0.21423
(0.002)**
0.02750
(0.768)
-0.10541
(0.248)
-0.14388
(0.317)
0.26782
(0.000)**
0.00002
(0.016)*
0.00836
(0.000)**
-0.00145
(0.000)**
-0.00080
(0.299)
included
2.59049
(0.000)**
1581
0.381

perpublic
Time
dow_return
Industry1-12
Constant

3.59665
2.79075
2.52540
2.73767
(0.000)**
(0.000)**
(0.000)**
(0.000)**
Observations
1669
1581
1581
1581
R-squared
0.012
0.312
0.329
0.344
+Industry1-12 Dummies were removed from the table for brevity. Robust p values in parentheses.
* significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%
Region7 is the excluded dummy variable
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had they been located in the
reference region, the Mideast
region. It is likely that this dummy
variable is picking up industry
effects, such as the wave of
computer related “dot.com” firms
going public.
We attempt to
further control for that below by
including
industry
dummy
variables.

incorporated to capture any effects
associated with the types of firms
going public.
Including the
industry dummies does not explain
the regional differences. Within
the
regression,
the
industry
coefficients are not significant. As
a result, a failure to account for
firm type1 can not explain the
differences discovered.

While this paper focuses on
regional relationships, financial
market forces cannot be totally set
aside.
Variables that capture
important market characteristics
during the price discovery process
are added in Column 4 of Table 4.
The variable TIME represents the
number of days from when the firm
filed the S-1 intention to go public
until the time the IPO was actually
priced.
This variable allows for
the
realization
that
firm/underwriter immediacy may
speed up the process due to ease of
communication and relationship
development.
The regression
confirms this with a significant,
albeit small, negative coefficient on
the TIME variable. Since a rising
stock market may in fact put
upward pressure on the price of the
initial IPO, a measure of market
return is added. This is measured
by the average daily return of the
Dow Jones Industrial Averages
over the time of the price discovery
process.
However, it does not
appear to play a role in explaining
the size of the IPO.

Turning to the question of
underwriter location, splitting the
IPOs based on the underwriter’s
location relative to the firm’s yields
586
firms
utilizing
local
underwriters. The remaining 1106
used underwriters outside the
region of the firms’ headquarters.
Table 5 lists the means of the other
variables of interest, along with
splitting the sample based on the
location of the underwriter. This
offers some interesting results that
show up in the t-test of mean
differences. It appears that IPOs
where the underwriter is not
within the same region take less
time in the price discovery process.
The out of region underwriters also
have a better rating than local
underwriters. This is likely due to
the condition where the big
Mideast
underwriters
have
superior market credibility. A
continuous score (Carter et al 1998)
with a minimum score of 1 for
underwriters with a low reputation
and a high of 9 for high reputations
produces a continuous score.
Following Benveniste et al (1999) a

Finally, in the regional model,
dummy variables for industry are
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in the sales of full time
employment of the firms, nor is
there a difference in the proceeds
from the IPO or the market
capitalization, based solely on the
location of the underwriter.

0 is given to an underwriter not
rated in Carter et al (1998).
Additional differences between the
IPOs where underwriters are
located in the same region and
outside the region can be found in
the percent of the firm publicly
held after the offering.
It is
significantly smaller for those
firms using outside underwriters.
However there doesn’t appear to be
a statistically significant difference

In Table 6 presents the regression
with
the
inclusion
of
the
underwriter variables. Column 2
incorporates a dummy variable for
the location of the underwriter
relative to the firm.

Table 5 Variable Sample Means and Test for Differences
All IPOs

Underwriter

Underwriter

in region

not in region

Differences Test

Variables

Mean

n

Mean

n

Mean

n

T-stats

P-value

rating_under

5.99

1692

4.91

586

6.56

1106

8.79

0.00

Ftemp

887.63

1692

725.5

586

973.5

1106

0.85

0.39

Sales

1784.70

1692

427.2

586

2504

1106

0.99

0.32

Time

106.35

1692

121.5

586

98.4

1106

-4.83

0.00

dow_return

23.70

1692

25.39

586

22.80

1106

-1.70

0.09

Nasdaq_return

29.81

1692

32.28

586

28.5

1106

-1.76

0.08

sp_return

25.23

1692

26.78

586

24.4

1106

-1.70

0.09

perpublic

34.25

1692

36.67

586

32.97

1106

-3.18

0.00

proceed

76.24

1669

77.90

575

75.37

1094

-0.24

0.81

Mktcap

317.63

1669

321.91

575

315.4

1094

-0.12

0.90
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Table 6

(1)

(2)

lproceed
-0.17910
(0.030)*
-0.26951
(0.022)*
-0.08163
(0.400)
-0.26035
(0.111)
0.21423
(0.002)**
0.02750
(0.768)
-0.10541
(0.248)
-0.14388
(0.317)
0.26782
(0.000)**
0.00002
(0.016)*
0.00836
(0.000)**
-0.00145
(0.000)**
-0.00080
(0.299)
Included

lproceed
-0.30882
(0.001)**
-0.39287
(0.001)**
-0.22728
(0.032)*
-0.40617
(0.014)*
0.10570
(0.154)
-0.14045
(0.175)
-0.22611
(0.019)*
-0.25507
(0.077)
0.26505
(0.000)**
0.00002
(0.018)*
0.00841
(0.000)**
-0.00134
(0.000)**
-0.00071
(0.354)
Included
-0.24606
(0.000)**

(3)

Lproceed
-0.22890
(0.004)**
-0.26913
(0.010)*
-0.19164
(0.041)*
-0.27452
(0.052)
0.03997
(0.535)
-0.09843
(0.308)
-0.22946
(0.009)**
-0.21078
(0.094)
0.20343
(0.000)**
ftemp
0.00002
(0.009)**
perpublic
0.01024
(0.000)**
time
-0.00079
(0.012)*
dow_return
-0.00056
(0.397)
Industry1-12+
included
region_under
-0.10193
(0.061)
rating_under
0.12448
(0.000)**
Constant
2.59049
2.78270
2.13448
(0.000)**
(0.000)**
(0.000)**
Observations
1581
1581
1581
R-squared
0.381
0.388
0.511
+Industry1-12 Dummies were removed from the table for brevity. Robust p values in parentheses
* significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%
Region7 and Industry12 are the excluded dummy variables
region_firm==1
Southeast
region_firm==2
Southcentral
region_firm==3
Southwest
region_firm==4
Rocky Mountain
region_firm==5
Far West
region_firm==6
New England
region_firm==8
Great Lakes
region_firm==9
Plains
lsales

Accounting for location of the
underwriter also alters the impact
of the regional dummies. Now the
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Southeast,
Southcentral,
Southwest, Rocky Mountain, and
Great Lakes regions are all
significant and negative. The Far
West
region
is
no
longer
significant. As a result much of the
difference we tried to explain
earlier can be explained by the
underwriter.

financial cable channels became
enormously popular; it was quite
common to have a CEO discussing
their firm’s performance on the air.
There are also likely important
social networks that advantage
firms in the area when it comes to
selling their IPOs to institutional
investors.

As the location of the underwriter
was probably a proxy for the
underwriter’s rating its inclusion.
Now the region of the underwriter
is insignificant, but the r-squared
jumped to 0.511. The underwriter
rating has a large impact on the
size of the proceeds generated from
the IPO. If the underwriters rating
increases you can expect an
increase in the size of the offer,
which is likely due to the increased
demand that a better underwriter
faces, a better syndicate of smaller
underwriters,
and
implicit
arrangements with large mutual
funds.
All of these factors
combined yield a larger offering
size than if a less reputable
underwriter had been used.
Returning to the initial question of
the regional differences in size of
IPOs, it appears that even after
controlling for the reputation of the
underwriter there remains a
premium for the Far West and the
Mideast relative to the other
regions. There are a few plausible
theories for why these regional
differences persist. It is possible
that firms with headquarters in
the Mideast find it easier to shop
their IPO around. During the time
period
under
investigation

It is also possible that we are
capturing effects of particular
industries going public. This study
uses
a
two
digit
industry
classification.
Classification
systems like this can by their very
nature
obfuscate
important
differences rather than illuminate
them. Despite this possibility we
do find there are significant
regional differences in the funds
generated from IPOs which would
benefit from further exploration.

Kashian & Brooks

CONCLUSIONS
The regressions conducted provide
these results: the location of an
underwriter is unimportant to the
size of an IPO.
However, the
underwriter’s
reputation
is
significant.
The results also
suggest IPOs in all regions except
the Far West and Plains witness
significantly smaller average IPO’s
when compared to the Mideast.
This situation reduces the returns
from going public. As a result, the
benefits accrued to a firm through
an IPO are not fully realized.
Offering size is crucial to the
decision to go public. Ultimately,
the proceeds are a vehicle to
capitalize a firm. Capital provides
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IPOs to determine if regional
differences. A final, and rather
ambitious extension would be to
track the firm’s use of the IPO
funds to determine if there are any
regional differences.

opportunities to invest in plant and
equipment,
opportunities
for
current owners to divest and
reallocate assets, and opportunities
for the firm to expand through
merger and acquisition. Larger
offerings provide regions with
greater opportunity. If regional
differences
exist,
these
opportunities may be limited. If
ignored they may be fatal.
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Data Appendix

rating_under
ftemp
Sales
Time
dow_return
Nasdaq_return
sp_return
perpublic
proceed
industry
region_firm
region_under

Variable Definitions
this is the Carter and Manaster (1990) rating of the underwriters reputation, where
unrated firms where assigned a 0 as in Benveniste et al. (1999)
the number of full time employees at time of filing
the sales of the firm in the previous fiscal year in millions of dollars
the number of days spent in the price discovery process, the completed date minus the
date of the initial filing
the average daily return of the Dow Jones Industrial Averages over the price discovery
process annualized
the average daily return of the NASDAQ over the price discovery process annualized
the average daily return of the Standard and Poor’s 500 over the price discovery process
annualized
the percentage of total outstanding shares that are being offered, the amount of the firm
that will be publicly held(outsiders) after the offering.
in millions of dollars, the proceeds from the offering.
dummy variables based on two digit SIC code see industry table
dummy variable representing the region the firm is headquartered in see region table
a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 when the underwriter is located in the same
region as the firm, 0 otherwise

BEA Multistate Regions
Region 1*
SOUTHEAST
Florida
Georgia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Virginia
West Virginia

Region 2*
SOUTHCENTRAL
Alabama
Arkansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Mississippi
Tennessee

Region 3
SOUTHWEST
Arizona
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Texas

Region 4
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Colorado
Idaho
Montana
Utah
Wyoming

Region 5
FAR WEST
Alaska
California
Hawaii
Nevada
Oregon
Washington

Region 6
NEW ENGLAND
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont

Region 7
MIDEAST
Delaware
District of Columbia
Maryland
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania

Region 8
GREAT LAKES
Illinois
Indiana
Michigan
Ohio
Wisconsin

Region 9
PLAINS
Iowa
Kansas
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
South Dakota
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*BEA classifies these two regions as one large region
Two Digit SIC Code Description
industry=1
01-14
Agriculture, forestry, & fishing (01-09) , Mining (1014)
industry=2
15-17
Construction (15-17)
industry=3
20-27, 29-34, 37, 39 Manufacturing (20-39)
industry=4
28
Manufacturing (20-39)
industry=5
35
Manufacturing (20-39)
industry=6
36
Manufacturing (20-39)
industry=7
38
Manufacturing (20-39)
industry=8
40-49
Transportation & pub. utilities (40-49)
industry=9
50-51
Wholesale trade (50-51)
industry=10 52-59
Retail trade (52-59)
industry=11 70-80
Services (70-89)
industry=12 60-69, 81-99
Finance, insurance, & real estate (60-67) Public
administration (91-97) Nonclassifiable establishments
(99)
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